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Bicycle registration
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Ilik,
in front of the wooden kinsk near Se%enth
anti San Carlos streets
Interested students mar use the enclosed bike lot for a $2 fee tor the
semester
A student euard as on dut v to watch the
lot.
A bike lot sticker will be attached to tit,
bicycle and a card issued to the cyclw

Poll probes voter views
registered 11.’111011-Ms and Zuz.uou Republicans.
There are also a little over 46.000 people who
either decline to state or are of a minor political
party.
Dr. Grothe said he had to adjust the final
figures of the poll because his class samplings
had three per cent too many democrats questioned.
He didn’t feel his class was too surprised at the
outcome of the poll. except they "didn’t realize
that the voting public was so uninformed."
He backed the statement up with another
result of his poll. Forty per cent of the people
polled did not know the name of either of
California’s senators, and another 26 per cent
only knew the name of one.
"You have to realize that this poll is not going
to be as reliable as a Gallup or Roper poll. but I
think it’s a pretty good job. 11 is a good
demographic representation from theCensusdata
of Santa Clara County," Grothe said.
Grothe also noted that two volatile issues
could change the outcome of the results, naming
the Watergate incident and the Vietnam
situation.
"This ’the poll) is not a prediction, only a snap
shot in time." Grothe noted.

"The class was must enthusiastic about the
poll. It gave them a chance to meet and talk to all
types of peoplepeople they usually don’t question and get reactions from"
Some of the results of the poll were those of the
race for president. which alio saw Dr. Benjamin
Spock gather .4 per cent of the vote and John
Schmitz .5 per cent, while 10 per cent of the
people were undecided.
The Watergate affair was also brought out.
and people were asked if they thought Nixon
should be held accountable for it. Thirty-two per
cent agreed he shoud be held accountable, 22 per
cent partially agreed. 31 per cent disagreed and
15 per cent were undecided.
Also taken into consideration were the vicepresidential candidates. Spiro Agnew and
Sargent Shriver. Agnew is considered an asset
by 47 per cent. while 39 per cent think he is not.
Shriver has more followers, as 53 per cent
think he is an asset and only 29 per cent believe
he is not.
McGovern was found to be a more attractive
personality, when politics are pushed aside.
Thirty-nine per cent believe he is more attractive, while 25 per cent believe Nixon is. and
:11 per cent think neither one is.

A.S. Council faces deficit spending;
may freeze returning loan funds
By Frank Hotta
Operating without a quorum. A.S. Council last
night voted to allocate the last funds remaining
in theGeneral Fund,in the process, going $434.94
into the red.
The deficit can possibly be made up bylocking in" the returning funds from a $2400 A.S.
underwrite of New Life Vocations, according to
A.S. Business Manager. George Watts.
Council allocated the remaining funds
following debate over a quorum call. Council member Stephanie Dean called for a quorum
following council’s dinner break.
A quorum was not reached (two-thirds of
council or 12 members are required for a
quorum). and when Chairman Rudi Leonardi
considered ending the meeting, the protests of
remaining students and council members
prompted Miss Dean to withdraw her call for
quorum.
There remained $1547.51 in the General Fund,
but council quickly acted on five requests. approving three and denying two.
The first was a request by David Mayes for
$225 for the attendance of student representatives at meetings of the Academic Council on
International Programs. It was approved by
council.
Next. Bob Nansen, representing the Rio-Photo
Club received council approval for his request
for $191.45 for photography equipment.
Lacking someone to represent it. the Rugby
Club was denied its request for $500.
Council then tabled a request for $58010 fund
the Honors Convocation, because it didn’t fully
understand towhat use the money would be put.
The allocation which finally put AS.
government into the red came at the request of
Steve Wong, representing the Asian -American
Cultural Steering C.ommillee.
Wone. who was campaign manager for the
Third World Coalition, currently 15 council
members, asked for and received approval for a
$1.566 allocation for the Asian -American Committee.
Earlier, council passed a number of
resolutions, including a recommendation urging
students to vote against Prop. A. which provides
for the creation of a large arena to provide the
county with an all-purpose entertainment
facility.
In addition, council voted to reimburse the
Graphic Offensive for $400 for its publication of
Iwo issues of Sedition, printed in anticipation of
funding by A.S.

This funding has been held up pending the outcome of legal wrangling concerning the liability
of A.S. for any libelous matter printed in
Sedition.

Council also approved a request for $33.15 by
IMS, the Engineering Society, needed to publish
three issues of its non-profit paper. The 1MS
Spokesman.

False bomb threats hit
two campus buildings
I.. AdDudley Moorhead Hall and
ministration Building were evacuated tor apwhen
a caller
yesterday
minutes
proximately 45
warned the Cashier’s and History offices that

What bomb? Spartan Daily photographer Dan
Coyro stumbled upon Juanita Solis calmly
studying in Moorehead Hall after the building
had been evacuated yesterday because of a bomb
threat. "Gee. I feel so stupid," exclaimed Miss
Solis. who nev,r knew about the threat.

bombs were in the huildin,
It was apparently a Viein,uu si pui.st Ii
was also a false alarm.
The History Department (Alice is in Dudley
Moorhead Hall. the Cashier’s office is in the ad ministration Building.
Two separate calls were place. one after the
other, according to Chief Earnest Quinton of
Campus Security.
Mrs. Leslie Brand, History Department
secretary, said the caller was a male. According
to Mrs. Brand, a name was given.
Mrs. Brand said the caller said: "This is
There has been a bomb planted in your
building that is going to go off between 12:30 and
1 p.m. due to the Vietnam war. ’Because of
California law. the Spartan Daily cannot release
the name given by Mrs. Brand’.
Quinton said the Cashier’s office received the
call immediately after the one made to the History Department office.
The calls were apparently related since the
caller of the second also said the threat was due
to the Vietnam war, according to Quinton.
Employees of the Cashier’s office refused to
iciocine.ment. Quinton, however, said the bomb
threat was received by Marlene Lewis in that of Mrs. Brand said the call to the History
Department office was transferred from another
tuniversity extension. Quinton said the campus
operator did not receive the call from off campus.
When advised that Dudley Moorhead Hall had
been evacuated, most students shrugged their
shoulders and walked away. A Spartan Daily
reporter saw at least 10 students who walked in
the building saying. "I’ll take my chance."
Lt. Morris Jones of Campus Security said
Dudley Moorhead Hall was searched as well as
possible. Describing the search, Jones said.
"While we were evacuating the classrooms we
also looked for a bomb."
Chief Quinton said an investigation was in
progress.

ort suit

filed;
Bailey quits Council post;
safer place asked

startled colleagues critical
By George Rode
Graduate .’presentative Jim Bailey submitted
his resignation from A.S. Council yesterday,
sparking surprise and criticism from his fellow
councilmen.
Just minutes before Council’s regularly
scheduled meeting at 3:30 p.m., Bailey walked
into the A.S. office, submitted his resignation,
and left the offices.
Bailey cited two reasons in the letter of
resignat ion:
11 A recent appointment in the Santa Clara
County government structure, and
2) A disintegration "of my spirits and expectations in relationship to the current overall Associated Student government structure in association with the overall student body at the
University."
Bailey further stated, "Much of this discontentment involves itself not in matters of
personalit y clashes with members of thecouncil,
but in essence stems from the philosophical and
ideological naivete as well as the contradictions
which abundantly flow thus far from within that
body.
"I will no longer be a part of a student council
or any governing body which is in essence being
dictated by a few conspicuous student
government representatives and some of its
various sub-committees,
"A ’sense of community’ in my estimation will
never be achieved at this University as long as
the strong visahle polarization continues to exist
among various campus organizations and
groups (not to mention the A.S. government
itself) on this campus.
:

"More importantly, had I not spoken out. and
ill do not resign I would be less than a conscious
individual and far and above all else, a
hypocrite.
"When in the future all of the power. and all of
the resources are distributed to all of the people
all of the timethen I will contribute all of my
efforts and energies to such a movement."
Bailey, who, according to Third World
Coalition (TWC) members, joined theTWC campaign just prior to the spring elections, was
recently appointed Minorities in Planning (M1P)
by the county planning director.
Council members accepted his appointment as
legitimate justification for his resignation, but
took issue with his second reason.
Graduate representative Stephanie Dean said.
"Even though I agree with some of the things he
said. I don’t think quitting will solve anything."
Armando Flores, upper division representative. added, "If befell this way. he never made
it known to us. And because he didn’t try to iron
out some differences, I don’t think his reasons
are justified."
Morris Bean, upper division representative.
said. "The resignation shocked me. He never
pulled us aside to tell us he didn’t like the way
things were going."
A close friend of Bailey’s. who wished to
remain unidentified, revealed, "I’ve been in formed about his intentions for a long time.
"lim’s appointment is a very hard and detailed
job." he said. "I don’t blame him for quitting. He
.
can utilize his talents in better ways."
Bailey, a Black, is the holder of a B.A. and a
Master’s Degree in Political Science.

McCloskey fields questions, No stadium
Stewart misses C.U. talk next season?
It’s possible
By Buzz Eggleston
Paul ’Pete’ McCloskey won Nesividay’s
debate in the College Union by default, but not
the fault of his opponent. attorney lames
Stewart. according to Stewart Campaign Headquarters,
McCloskey, the incumbent in the highly
publicized race for the 17th Congressional District. was to debate Stewart at noon yesterday,
McCloskey appeared on time and announced he
would answer questions from the audience,
which numbered about 100 persons, until his opponent appeared. Stewart never showed,
A.S. Program Adviser Ted Gehrke,
meanwhile, was making frantic phone calls to
locate Stewart. Stewart’s campaign headquarters said their candidate had spoke earlier
to an audience at West Valley College. and they
Ion made efforts to contact him.
Later in the day. Miss lean Maher, a press
secretary for Stewart, charged. "Whoever put
together the program has now conceded he made
no attempt In contact our office."
Gehrke, however. denied that no attempt was
mile. He said he had spoken with someone in
Stewart’s headquarters who, he said, "found in
her notes that someone had contacted Stewart
about the debate fur 2 o’clock (instead of noon).
I’m not sure about the date," Gehrke said. hut "It
wasn’t followed -up."
Celt rke admitted that a possible
misunderstanding on the part ol his stall could
have resulted in a communications Wore. "It
was a screw -up. The thing we usually do is calls
temple of weeks ahead rif time," Grhrke said.

will perform at San Jose State I I niversity
tonight
The 1 urn ert IA ill be held in Morris
Dailey Auditorium at 11 p.m Tickets are
SI for students. S3 for general admission
and are available at the A.S. business office or at the door The A S program
the 1.l ..1,,

Serving California State University at San Jose Since 1934

Viet war is not only issue
According to a poll eanitueteti hy Dr. Peter
Grothe’s Politics and Public Opinion class. Vietnam is not the only consideration of presidential
voters in Santa Clara County.
In the poll taken this past weekend. 51 percent
of the 775 people polled felt Pres. Richard Nixon
could do a better job handling the Vietnam
situation than Democratic candidate George
McGovern. while 32 per cent felt McGovern
could handle the situation better.
But as far as their preference at the polls was
concerned they preferred Nixon by a three per
cent point lead. 46 to 43.
Dr. Grid he, an assistant professor of political
science, says that although the students"are not
professionals. they are a very competent class.
They also have certain rules to follow."
"I think you have to give the poll a five percent
margin of error in Santa Clara county, so really
it’s too close to call in the county," Grothe said.
He stressed that this poll is not indicative of
the overall national race. or even what the
results in California will be.
"You have to take into consideration places
like Orange County where the republicans outnumber the democrats." he said.
In Santa Clara County there are 306,994

Flamenco concert

McCloskey continued answering questions
from the audience until 1 p.m.. when he was
notified by Gehrke that Stewart wouldn’t
appear.
McCloskey said the debate had been on his
schedule for over three weeks as one of 33
debates he had scheduled during the pre-election
period. He seemed only slightly irritated, and it
wasn’t clear whether his irritation was with his
opponent or the A.S. program adviser.
McCloskey’s audience did not appear too
disappointed with the turn of events. They
offered the 45-year-old candidate questions
ranging from local to international affairs.
He attacked Pres. Nixon. calling for a full disclosure of the Watergate affair and the situation
in which an attorney was alledgedly hired with
Republican Party funds to disrupt Democratic
campaigns.
"The implications are very clear," he said, that
the activities were known to high administrative
sources.
He also claimed that there has developed a
system in which the office of U.S. Attorney
General has become a political gift, to the
detriment of the citizenry.
Before he was notified that his opponent
would not appear. McCloskey said in answer to
a question about Stewart. "I’ve got a pretty good.
decent opponent. He might he a good
congressman if elected."
Asked if he would vote for Sen. George
McGovern. McCloskey said. "I will vote my
conscious."

No stadium to play home football games in,
could bee problem for San Jose State University
next season.
With the San Jose City Council passing a joint
powers financial agreement with SiSU Monday,
the only obstacle facing Spartan Stadium expansion is the California State College Board of
Trustees.
Construction, with a finishing date of 1974,
would begin if and when the trustees give their
approval.
The stadium would be expanded from 15,155
to 37.000 seats with the field legal size for foot’
ball, soccer and rugby.
Construction of the stadium would interfere
with the 1973 home schedule of both football and
soccer. SIMI has Utah, New Mexico, Pacific.
San Diego State and Santa Clara on the home
schedule.
Three choices face 5151.1 in the scheduling
problem. It can try and reverse dales Wading
home-and -away dates) with the schools, find
another local stadium to play in. or, as a final
alternative, play all games away. The Santa
Clara game could he played in Buck Shaw
Stadium.

It,, Brine Jewell

City Hall may result in $500 million It swine San laseans, uI ut least slap the city
airport from expanding.
A group of San Jose residents formed the Save Our Valley Action Committee (SOVAC) about a
year ago. Numbering approximately 100 active members, they have filed a suit against the city of
San lose. Damages listed in the suite total $500 million.
SOVAC has been battling the city -owned jet airport that lies between Bayshore Freeway and
Highway 17. Less than two miles from the main business district of town, the airport is bordered
by old-time residential areas.
The concerned citizens would like to see curtailed flight operations and/or change of site, according to Mrs. Lisa Gibson. a SOVAC officer.
"We’re not interested in the money," Mrs. Gibson, a housewife said. "if the airport would change
its site to a safer location. I’m sure we would gladly drop charges."
Mrs. Gibson said the airport was originally built for small propeller driven aircraft and began
jet passenger service in 1968. She noted the residential districts next to the airport have been
since the late 1800’s. She said airport expansion is part of the mayir’s overall city growth plans.
"The Mayor is so pro-growth that he would like to cement everything over," Mrs. Gibson said.
Mrs. Gibson revealed the airport owns much of its neighboring homes. According to her, the
airport leases these homes on the terms that residents cannot complain or sue about anything
stemming from the airport. Airport Manager lames Nissan confirmed this.
SOVAC members question the lease agreement as being against the Federal Constitution. One
member said. "we feel that it could never hold up in court. Somebody is trying to buy people’s
rights as citizens."
SOVAC is suing the city for specific complaints of "great vibration, deafening noise ... the
emission of nauseating smoke, vapor, dust and soot." SOVAC also says the airport has caused
loss of sleep. headaches. earaches, general irritability, fatigue and loss of powers of concentration.
Additionally the group charges the airport has "made it impossible to converse, to talk on the
telephone, or to enjoy other normal social and recreational pursuits of family life."
The action committee also stresses property damage from cracked windows to "general effects
similiar to that of an earthquake."
The suing citizens complain bitterly they have testified at legislative hearings, and written
governmental representatives for the past two years. According to Robert Gray. an electronic
engineer and SOVAC member, "There has been an almost total lack of response from the city
council."
Presently there is a limitation on the number of flights at the airport. The limitation was
ordered last January. This moratorium will last until the next environmental impact study is completed. The study is due early this month.
"We figured," Gray said, "an limiting the airport to a monthly average of flights. Mr. Nissan is
figuring on a yearly average. We overlooked this discrepancy."
He also believes fighting airport growth has been a trend in recent years. "there have been no
major airport expansions in the nation in the past few years because of concerned citizens. In
view of this. I think we have a hell of a good chance of winning."
Gray discussed the policy of Long Beach that imposes a curfew on its airport. "We’d like to el
least see an 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. curfew on the San Jose airport, except, of course, for emergencic
Right now they haul passengers in the day and freight at night."
He mentioned recent slate legislation requires a plane not to exceed certain noise levels at
specified points. A violation would cost an airline $1.000 per occasion.
Another sign of encouragement, Gray sees, was the decision in the $12.5 million suit tiled us
700 persons against the Santa Monica airport. The suit did not suceed but the citizens’ right to so.
a city airport was upheld by the Calitornia Slate Supreme Coie,!.
Curiously. Airport Manager lames Nissan finds encouragement in the same case.
"The Santa Monica decision held that there was no decrease of property value for the plinth’ is
Nissan said.
Nissan would not comment directly on the half billion dollar suit. Other city officials also
withheld comment.
"There’s very little to be said." Nissan slated, "it’s up for the courts to decide.’
Nissan did show that the airport accomodated a little under 2 million passengers last yes.
Controversial expansion plans call for Santa Clara county to bring in 6.1 million passengers hs
1975: 10.1 million by 1980 and 17.4 million by 1985. These figures are provided by the Regional
Airport Systems Study’s Final Plan Recommendation.
Heated skirmishes have been fought at meetings of the Airport Commission, a seven membc.
advisory board for and appointed by the city council. Once a potential major ally tor SOVAC, the
hoard has been accused of secret meetings to avoid public scrutiny.
Some SOVAC people believe the commission, supposedly neutral, is a "rubber-stamp" for city
council.
Nissan complimented the Airport Commission as being "very effective. They have been a great
help, as far as I’m concerned."
Mrs. MarilynNyman, an Airport Commissioner, said the commission is "lopsided" in views. Sh,
maintains her fellow commissioners are "very pro-aviation."
She pointed nut one or the members is a manufacturer of aircraft equipmeni while another is ..
retired Air Force colonel. Tom Leonard, head of aeronautics at San lose State t lniversity, is also
on the commission.
Mrs. Nyman is the only woman on the board and, she believes, "t he only environmentalist.- SI.,
says the commission has been making major decisions without bothering to have necessary ee
vironmental information at hand.
"The airport caters to business." Mrs. Nyman stated. "We must question what people the
airport is serving and what people are paying the cost. Right now the iiirporl gives certain ii,1
vantages to certain factors in the economy."
The Regional Airport System’s Final Recommendation, frankly observes. "Once an airline is
certificated to serve an airport. there is currently little an aillacent communit y can do. The
airlines have virtually unilateral atithortly to generate noise outside ol controls by the heiler,.1
Aviation Administration. Civil Aeronautics Board, the airport owner or the i’iutniutuinut v.
Although the preceding statements concerned jet noise. the’, mav well apply in residual
dumping. exhaust and other by products of jet transportation.
Fighting
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Bunzel forced to stop council
For the first time I can remember,
the president of the college has been
forced into student government fiscal
matters. aside from his yearly approval of the budget.
Pres. john H. Bunzel, going against
his personal beliefs about staying out
of student government, has issued an
order which will allow him to approve
or disapprove any allocation may be
student council for the remainder of
the year.
Pres. Bunzel is making use of a little used porton of Title V of the State
Education Code which stipulates that
a college president may review any appropriation for its consistency with
the policies of the Board of Trustees
and the college.
This year’s council, with complete
disregard for future needs, has
allocated more than $52,000 so far this
semester. And that amount comes
from a total special allocations fund
which totals only $55,000. Now, with
only a little over $3,700 left in the account, it seems as if $3,000 will’have to
be frozen in order to pay for programs
budgeted last spring because the estimated budget for the entire year was
$3,000 off.
At the beginning of the year the
Daily excused allocations of over

$22,000 because student council was
new, and was not receiving the necessary advice to screen and/or reject requests.
However, they have continued to
allocate thousands of dollars to
programs which either cater to small
interest groups, or programs which
could raise part of their own funds.
Our student body president has been
unable to control the actions of council, basically because the council has
an easy two-thirds majority needed to
override any presidential veto.
But it is about time someone put a
stop to the irrational actions of council. When council can give away
thousands of dollars to newly formed
groups without batting an eyelash or
even checking into the program, and
yet be miserly and thoroughly questioning about a $50 loan for a dance to
raise money for books for high school
students, then council’s priorities need
checking.
But what strikes me as particularly
sad, is that Dr. Bunzel seemed to be
forced to interfer with the funding
policy of student government. This
sets a bad precedence for future councils (if there are any) and it does harm
to the independent status of this year’s
council.

by Penny Spar
If our elected representatives had
been more concerned with fiscal
realities, instead of emotional pleas,
then this step by the college would not
have been necessary.
Even in past years, when the council
of 1970 spent large amount of money
for the students protesting the Cambodia invasion, and student
government went deeply into debt, the
college president stayed out of student
politics and allowed the following
council to find some way of paying off
the debts.
But when our council sees fit to
spend almost all of our money for the
year in the first five weeks of school,
then something had to be done. And
Dr. Bunzel did it.
He has decided, and rightly so, that
someone had to look out for the rights
of the majority of students, and right
now it looks as though he was the only
one capable of doing just that.
It really is too bad that such a
precedent had to be set and by what
was hopefully going to be a council of a
"progressive nature." Instead, we have
the same sort of council, as we have a
congress . . . the pork barrel council,
which stands firm on the maxim; "to
the victor goes the spoils."

GUEST ROOM

McGovern ’my idea of a Democrat’

Staff Comments

Community Page
needs involvement
by Ramiro Aseneio
The new Spartan Daily Community
Forum Page which came about largely
as a result of efforts by Chicano
students last semester will, hopefully,

appear Thursday of next week. I say
hopefully because unless students involve themselves with this idea it may
never amount to more than just
thatan idea.
The idea of the community page. as I
see it. is to provide access to the media
for the community with as much community control as possible. This is
something newspapers
have
traditionally viewed as "dangerous"
because they say the paper could
become medium serving "special
interests" only. However, it can be
argued that newspapers are doingthat
now.
There is a fear of the established
press to accept new ideas, or perhaps
old ideas which were never implemented, that is based on ignorance.
This is a major reason why there
should be media accessible to the community whereby students and corn m unit y (usually one in the same) might
educate one another.
There are many problems and issues
facing the community which are not
receiving adequate coverage.
Problems concerning police-community relations, education, unemployment, discrimination, housing.
federal poverty programs, and many

others could receive attention on the
community page.
Many students who are doing
studies concerning social problems
could benefit from a page which
focuses on local needs. Community involvement in the page could provide
the student with other viewpoints and
alternatives to the problems which
face all of us.
Chicanos, Blacks, Asians, and many
other ethnic groups have expressed
concern over the coverage newspapers
give them. These and other members of
the community who are concerned
with the image and the coverage, or
lack of coverage, this newspaper has
given them should involve themselves
with the community page and express
their feelings.
Articles submitted to the Community Forum Page may be based on
opinion or facts as the writer chooses.
More important, nothing will be edited
unless it is libelous or if the community forum page editors believe it is
in such poor taste it should not be
printed.
This is why it is important that all
persons who want to be editors of the
community page (two each week on a
rotating basis) should submit their
names as soon as possible. More
details on how names and articles may
be submitted on page 3.

When I first asked myself why I was
going to vote for Senator McGovern
for president, there seemed to be a
million reasons. But really, they all
boil down to the following: I believe
there is a crucial difference between
the philosophies of the two major
political parties. McGovern is my idea
of a Democrat, just as Nixon is, to me, a
typical Republican, and I would rather
see a Democrat in the White House
than
a
Republican.
For
fourmoreyears.
Public relations efforts and the
general
tendency to confusion
notwithstanding, there is a difference
between the Republican and
Democratic social philorophies.
The Republicans’ motto He "benefit
the few"if necessary, at the expense
of the many. The Democrats’ motto is
"benefit the many"if necessary, at
the expense of the few.
A Republican spokesman the other
day said, "McGovern would destroy
the American dream." But there are
two American dreams: the dream of
social justice, of the greatest good for
the greatest number; and "get rich
quick," the dream of unlimited opportunity for material success of the
individual;The first is the Democratic
dream, the second the Republican one.
So there is a crucial difference
between the two political parties, and
Nixon is wholeheartedly a Republican,

Consider also how the opposite
tendencies of the two men affect their
positions on "law and order."
McGovern, whose ideal is social justice, has been insisting that this ideal
take precedence over mere control.
After all, law and order without social
justice, an iron-fisted enforcement of
the status-quo, is what has always
characterized dictatorships. Nixon is
no dictator, but he seems to want, or to
be willing to settle for, law and order
without social justice; he is more
prepared for example, to deal with
criminals than with the causes of
crime.
Further, an important aspect of true
social justice is equality before the
law. Yet Nixon seems to want, or at
least countenance, different justices
for the rich, the articulate and vocal,
the connected, the established, the
privileged; different social political
and economic opportunities and
treatment for these groups.

’Voters for Nixon accepted debate invitation’
Editor:
Just to set Nadine Wing and the
public record straight, SISU Young
Voters for President Nixon accepted
the campus McGovern campaign’s invitation to debate, setting the
following terms:
The debate would focus on the three
major issues of this year’s campaign,
to wit defense policy, the economy,
and the environment. Each side would
be allowed 10 minutes to make a
presentation on each topic, plus five
minutes to rebut the opposition. Five
minutes following the rebuttals would

by Virginia Golden
nonetheless they are necessities for
those fearless protectors of the people.
So be prepared, ladies, to undergo
thorough training in the use of pistols,
shotguns, and rifles.
Hand-to-hand combat is another
area of training for FBI agents, and
heaven knows we have all had ample
experience in that activity. What possible new maneuvers could a federal
criminal have that haven’t already
been tried by the guy next door who
decides it’s time to end your platonic
relationship, and move into bigger and
better things?
Detection methods are other skills
one must master. But let’s face it, it’s
nothing more than legalized snooping.
And I’m sure we’ve all had the opportunity to investigate an unfaithful
boyfriend at least once in our days of
courting. The idea is the same, only the
crimes and the victims names have

by Dr. Dennis Chaldecott
best self To quote him: "We spend
twice as much on defense as Russia, 10
times more than China, and more than
the combined total of all other nations
on earth . . . It is no more than empty
slogan -erring to talk about
rearranging national priorities unless
we are willing to cut our swollen
military budget by at least one-third,
and to start applying those funds to
domestic programs .

Letters to the Editor

An FBI career is not so far-fetched
Female "feds"? Why not? At least
t hat’s what two recent graduates of the
FBI Academy think.
Susan Lynn Roley, 25, and Joanne
Pierce, 31, last Wednesday became the
first female FBI special agents in the
48-year history of the bureau.
The former nun and ex -Marine
Corps lieutenant are, judging from
their past occupations, not your
ordinary college coeds out scanning
the job market after graduation.
But for those of us who will very
shortly be thrown into the masses of
the gainfully unemployed, perhaps a
career in the FBI is not such a farfetched idea after all.
The requirements are a bit rough,
perhaps, hut not impossible for today’s
physically and mentally liberated
woman.
Cons may he distasteful objects, but

and a conservative one at thatmore
comfortable with Reagan, Agnew, and
Goldwater, than with Rockefeller or
Percy. And McGovern is a traditional,
mainstream Democrat.
The merits or demerits of particular
policies of Nixon, and proposals of
McGovern, are of less concern to me
than the tendencies of the two men,
tendencies arising from their respective social philosophies. Particular
programs of McGovern are still to be
formulated and settled upon, even as
particular policies of Nixon are subject
to modification or even very radical
change.
But consider the different priorities
of the two men. Nixon characteristically opts for programs that favor the
few.
One need only recall, in this context,
his position on the Vietnam war, and
how to end it, or on the need for troops
in Europe, and alliances with Greece
and Spain and Pakistan, and trade
with Rhodesia and South Africa; or on
spending for defense and the space
.program; or on the best way of
achieving social progressfrom the
top down, through already established
and prospering individuals and
organizations.
McGovern, on the other hand,
characteristically opts for programs
that favor the many programs founded
on the realities of 1972, that appeal to
the hopes and conscience of America’s

been changed.
I must not fail to mention the fringe
benefits that come with the assignment. Fourteen weeks of training
at the FBI Academy in Virginia may
sound tiresome, but not when you are
one of two women in a class of 45 men,
as were the Ms.’s Roley and Pierce.
Upon graduation, you are bestowed
with a gun, a bronze blade, a color
photograph, and two cards in a leather
case which certify the bearer as a
special agent of the FBI "charged with
the duty of investigating violations of
the laws of the United States."
If you’re impressed with the above
incentives, then perhaps the FBI is the
place for you.
Oh, one more thing. The present FBI
special agent force consists of approximately 8700 men, and exactly
two women. What better chance to
become a pioneer in your field?

then be spent in answering pertinent
questions from the audience.
The debate would have been
moderated by an impartial faculty
member chosen jointly by representatives from both sides. The
moderator’s duties were to include
keeping speakers to the issues and
screening questions from the floor to
insure pertinency.
In brief, our proposal insured a fact oriented clash, rather than a mere
name-calling contest or rap session.
Unfortunately, the McGovern people
apparently didn’t dare clash with us on
any kind of organized, formal basis,
for no sooner had we reserved the
College Union Ballroom and set what
we had been informed was a mutually
acceptable timeThursday.
November 2, from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.than McGovern reps completely
and utterly denied that they had ever
sought a debate, in the dictionary defined sense of the word; rather, they
wanted a mass question and answer
period. Since question -and -answering
is what both of our groups have been
doing from campaign tables since the
beginning of the school year, this
proposal struck us as being either a
set-up for disruption, designed to
smear and discredit the President
while our representatives were kept
from speaking by very unspontaneous
from
hoorahing
’spontaneous’
McGovern plants in the crowd, or simply a waste of time, repeating our
earlier activities.
Since we of Young Voters neither
care for set-ups nor for time-wasting,
we accordingly canceled out.
In any event, it seems to us that
President Nixon’s four year record

already speaks quite well for itself, as
election -day results will amply illustrate.
Merritt Clifton
WU Young Voters For President
Nixon
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News Review
By Cathy Tanya
Compiled from the Associated

Pro’s

Anti -war activists go to Hanoi
CHICAGOAlliAidi
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Hayden. saving they had a request from the North Vietnamese
regarding the release of additional U.S. prisoners of war, were
given permission by a judge yesterday to go to Hanoi until Nov.
13.

Hayden. however, said plans do-not call for them to return with
individual prisoners as was done by another delegation of antiwar activists last month.
Hayden, and the other six persons in the group, will arrive in
Hanoi Saturday and will carry letters from families at prisoners
in the 11.S.

Three Hell’s Angels arrested
Ukiah. Calif.Three Hell’s Angel motorcycle gang members
have been arrested for investigation of murder of two of the three
persons whose bodies were recovered from graves on a scenic
ranch. rumored to be a "burying ground" for the gang, authorities
said yesterday.
Booked at the Contra Costa County lad in Martinez for investigation 01 the murder of two men and being an accessory to
murder were William Mark "Zorro" Mitten. Edward "junior"
Carter. and Chester M. "Festus" Green. said Sheriff’s Capt.
Harry Derum.

Community Page
boxes announced
The locations for the three
collections boxes for the Community Forum Page will be:
Central Library near the
photo copy machine.
The College Union at the
Information desk.
The Spartan Daily
newsroom IC 208.
Name, address. and
telephone number of those

interested in being Corn munit y Forum Page editors
should be submitted. Names
will be solicited for two
weeks
Ambles submitted should
be no longer than 48 lines on a
55 -space
typewritten line.
Name,
address,
telephone
number, and signature must
accompany each contribution.

SAS sponsors
barbeque today
A barbecue sponsored by
Students Aiding Students
(SAS) will be held today from
10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
barbecue pit on Seventh Street
according to A.S. Vice-pres.
Rudi Leonardi. Hotdogs will
he sold for 25 cents each.
The purpose of the barbecue
is to attract manpower and
suggestions fee -SAS. whose
goal is’, to. find lobs for
students. Leonard’ explained.
Leonardi outlined some of
the goals of SAS. emphasizing
that the organization is in a
purely formative stage at
present. The goals are:
To find jobs providing
vocational experience. These
may he full or part-time, paid
nr on an internship level in a
given or related field.
To find lobs to alleviate
students’ immediate financial
needs. These may take the
form of part-time jobs. Included in this category will be
peer counseling to help
students
prepare for
interviews, and aid in compiling resumes for use in applying for jobs.
To try to set up a shortterm small loan system from
which students can request
small loans in emergency
situations and repay in
installments.
Leonard’ emphasized the
difference between SAS and
[oh Placement Center on campus, saving. "We’re sup-

Musicians
plan trip
to Hawaii
San lose State University’s
Marching Band has a full slate
of football season appearances
planned.
The all -brass hand has been
invited to perform during
halftime festivities when the
San Francisco 49’ers host the
Minnesota Vikings Saturday.
Dee. lfi.
The game will be broadcast
, by CBS and will be aired on
more
than 150 television
the
throughout
stations
Ilnited States. The game will
Hay
Area,
not be telecast in the
however.
The 35 -member bond plans
In accompany the Spartan
football team to Hawaii this
month when SISI T plays the
llniyersity of Haw,iii.
Dunne the week prior to the
game. hand members will conduct clinics and hold special
performances for groups of
children in the schools of
Ilawaii.
According to Student Dire,
tar William leske. the Hawaii
trip represents an "unprecedented opportunity for
the Hand in that, while they
will he playing at the San loseHawaii football game, they
, will also he representing the
University, the city of San
lase, and the pimple if the entire flay Area."

plementing efforts of the lob
Placement Center in that we’re
going out to the community
selling students and student
resources available here on
campus."
Rudi Hollis. a student who
worked on a similar program
at Laney Junior College in
Oakland expressed optimism
at the programs chances for
success.
"I don’t think we’re
hamstrung," he said. "We have
more ways to go than one.
"The jobs are out there and
it’s up to us to get out there and
gel our students jobs." he
added.
Hollis emphasized the need
for volunteers saying that
since the program instill in the
making, SAS needs the total
response of students on campus.
"We have a total committment
to
each
otherstudent to student," he
said. "Each student must learn
that he’s not alone."

Mathematicians quit using fingers:
let Calc-u-lab figure your figuring
By befits Lebus
Ever had one of those days
when you have calculus
engineering
or
equations
problems up to your ears, and
you’d give all your worn down
pencils for a calculator? Well.
turn in those pencils to Calc-ulab.
Calc-u-lab? It’s the brainchild of Frank Rhodes. owner
of Rhodes. Bishop. & AsLivermore.
sociates.
in
Rhodes. an educator has had
acmonths,
for
this idea
cording to Ian Marcellin, district coordinator.
What’s the idea? It’s an
to provide
experiment
with calculating
students
machines to aid them with
their homework which entails
much pencil work and
calculationssuch as math,
engineering, science and accounting.
studied
had
Rhodes,
students and their needs
before formulating his idea.
He selected San lose because
of its size and close location to
the company. said Miss
Marcellin.

Insurance

policies

which

Packard

machines

By Rose Calhoun
The tintinnabulation of San
lose State University’s chimes
is a continuing source of controversy.
Student reactions to the
tunes played and to the chimes
themselves range from a curt,
"I’m indifferent." to an enthusiastic. "I love them!"
senior,
Costa,
Fredrick
drama major, said, "I think it’s
far out; I don’t care what it
sounds like as long as it makes
noise and makes the campus
look more like a university
instead of a high school."
Judy Richman, senior,
biology major, exclaimed, "Oh
I love them! I noticed them last
semester during finals. Are
they going to stay? They’re
very peaceful."
Janet Brown, graduate
student, speech communications, also thinks the
chimes are peaceful. "I like
them. For older people, like
myself. they remind us of some
place that we’ve been; it’s kind
of a nostalgia thing. I do wish

AVID

they’d play some li% her tunes.

some more modern things
would probably make the kids
want to listen to them. But I
like them. They’re very
peaceful."
"Some of the music is
repetitous. I’ve heard them all
now," said Sidney Poss,
sophomore microbiology major. According to Poss. "The
chimes themselves don’t mean
that much. They chime on the
hour only. I think they should
chime on the half hour also.
And they should be accurate."
Pose added. "It kind of improves the campus though. It
would be nicer if they worked
properly. The tunes could be in
tune. I’ve heard them them hit
a couple of clunkers. If it’s all
automated, they should be
able to figure it all out."
For Charles Blancarte,
freshman sociology major, the
chimes serve to brighten up
his day. "The hells don’t
bother me at all, as smatter of
fact, I like them" he said.
"It

really

doesn’t

matter

By Steve Burian
it
"Institutions
higher
learning must lind a new
structure, and it must be soon,
if they are to survive."
Prof. ludson Jerome, of Antioch College. presents this
thesis in "Culture Out of
Anarchy: The Reconstruction
of Higher Learning," according

pay for damages to property
incurred by faulty waterbed
are
also
construction
different. The Innerspace insurance policy will pay as
much as $1,300,000 in
damages. The Piscean policy
covers as much as $600,000 in
damages. The Ying Yang
policy covers as much as
$500,000. Aqua-mondo insurance ranges to $300,000.

what tunes the,. pla%. I like
music. Sometimes it even
makes my day. A day can be
gloomy and the chimes come
on and make feel better," Siancarte said.
However, not everyone is
impressed or enthused about
the chimes. Some students
believe the expense was too
great, others expressed displeasure with the disruption
of classes clue to the timing of
the chimes.
"I think they allow those
things to go on at a most inopportune time." stated Eldwood
C. Williams. senior speech
major. It’s
communications
distracting when students are
in classes. I like chimes. but I
think they should be played
when school’s not in, on
Saturdays and Sundays," he
said.
"Prior to the first class in the
mornings. 12:20 to 12:30
would he alright, in between
classes would be great, but
right when classes are going. 1
don’t
like
that."
Williams

In Dr. David McNeil. assistant

Ikons. has stopped admitting

professor of history.
Dr. McNeil was acquainted
with Prof. Jerome while an
undergraduate at Antioch. and
described him as an
"educational radical" in the
tradition of Walt Whitman,
and as "a poet. not a professional educator."
The book is a criticism of the
old form of higher education,
and a vision of the new, according to Dr. McNeil. The
hook was written in the
aftermath of the student
unrest at Antioch in 1988-89.
It is a "blueprint for
educational change." The book
is not purely theoretical, but
contains concrete examples of
new forms. Experiments at
Antioch, the University of
Toronto.
Fordham,
and
elsewhere are analyzed.
Dr. McNeil said Bensalem,
the Fordham branch in the

new students. and "will be
dead in 1974."

The reason given was that
there were no norms. "People
were being graduated with
inadequate transcripts."
Dr. McNeil pointed out that
this is evaluating the new
education by the standards of
the old.
Dr. Jerome discusses existing experiments, but is not
limited by them, according to
Dr. McNeil. "He has better
models."
Prof. Jerome presents a set
of short term goals for
education, among them: admit
everyone possible, cut requirements. let the rich pay for
the poor and educate those
who need it. rather than those
who show the greatest
promise of success

NEWTON

Maverick
Lee.
graduate
student psychology, said "I
think they’re very annoying.
They’re too loud and it’s not
contemporary music. I think it
was a waste of money. For all
the money they spent, we
or
should
have news
something."
"My main gripe." Lee continued. "is when that much
money is spent, the student
hod’, should have been consulted. We don’t need any more
music. There are many other
programs that would benefit.
There are higher priorities
than furnishing music."
Other comments range from
"nice" to "blah." Kari Hubbell,
senior recreations major, responded with "I think they’re
nice. I think they add
something to the school. But.
they’re a hassle during class
because you can’t hear the
teacher."
Joe Papagni said, "I like
them. I’d rather have them on

hopefully within weeks, they
will add $500 each to the
operation.
All the machines are leased.
In time, according to Miss
Marcellin. they will be sold to
students before the warranty
runs out.
Calc-u-lab is student run.
There are six students. on
Spartan Shorn, irs ill, that

The fee charged for use of
the machines is 50 cents for
one half hour of calculation
time, and 25 cents for an additional quarter of an hour.
You may purchase a Calc-ulab ticket which entitles you to
two hours of calculation time
plus a free half an hour.
Says
Miss
Marcellin,
"That’s not expensive, considering how much time you
save in pencil work "

Art Supplies, Books &
Teachint Aids

BOOK
STORE

330 SOUrH IENTH STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95112
PHONE 408 2860030

Open III 7

than off."

we’ll insure it
for less.

range
goals for education, as
expounded in the books, are to:
"decentralize power, authority
and funds: centralize services
and
resources;
develop
networks;
open
the
Institutions to the public;
eliminate waste; eliminate
grading.
Dr.

lerome’s

long

Other long range goals are
the
democratize
to:
Institutions: scrap academic
credentials: hire such people
as teenagers, truckdrivers.
and Cuban fishermen 1.8
instructors. "Above all, avoid
hiring Ph. D’s."

California Financial Responsibility Six mot&
rates frr qualified students are as low as:
Single Male age 17 & 18
$153
19 & 20
$ 113
21
$ 74
Single Female 21 & over
$ 40
$ 54

Married Male age 21-24

404
S. Third St.
12898681

Co011e,ge

studerrE

CSIS
insurance service

A NEW DEAL
AT AN OLDFASHION PRICE!

NOW 20% OFF

It should be noted that the
overall quality of any given
individually
waterbed
is
determined by its design,
construction. materials, its
guarantee and insurance
policy, along with the sellers
license, which can greatly
affect private insurance
coverage

OUR
MODEST
PRICES
.

e

help
Young
engagements
along

HAI. 1

WE SPECIALIZE IN HELPING STUDENTS Dependability
- For More Than 30 Yrs.
Licensed Mechanic On Duty 8-6
PM
We’ll Maintenance YourCar While
You Attend Class.
Oki II it
Come By And See Us
Soon To Talk Over
Your Car Problems.
We’re Here To Help
78 SO. 4TH,
SAN JOSE
SINCE 19.
Hy68 \ust I I) 11.%.11111"/41.1’ II

Evening hours will be
dependent on the success of
the lab.
The reaction so far, has been
positive. "Fantastic!" said Anthony Masciarelli. "Wish this
was here when I was an
undergraduate. It has a lot of
potential for accounting and
engineering majors. I bet they
will have waiting lines when
the
Hewlett-Packard
machines get here."

Mike Marlatt makes use of Calc-u-lab located in old cafeteria.

‘Education must change’

i 1/.1% (hi Ihir Nliintlik

SILVA

"The times are flexible."
said Miss Marcellin. "We can
adjust to fit the student’s
needs. If the students who run
the lab want to come in at
7 a.m.. we can open at 7 a.m."

arrive.

STUDENT CAR CENTER
LATE FOR CLASS?
WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU.
(10i

The operation is open Monday through Thursday from
a a.m. to 7 p.m. and Friday
I rum 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Mixed reactions to chimes

Waterbed policies
confused by Daily
I.ast Monday’s edition of the
Daily confused
Spartan
waterbed insurance protecwaterbed
with
t i on
guarantees.
In doing so. it implied that
Piscean and Ying Yang
waterbeds offer guarantees
which are inferior to those of
Aqua-Mondo and Innerspace
Inc. waterbeds.
This is not necessarily the
case.
Piacean offers a 5 -year unconditional guarantee. AquaMondo a 5 -year unconditional
guarantee, Innerspace fl 90day unconditional. and 5 -year
pro-rated guarantee, and ‘ling
Yang a 10-year unconditional
guarantee, on valves and
seams only

wan the iiperation during the
day. The students were
trained by Rhodes, Bishop
Associates on all the
machines. Spartan Shops is
reimbursed by the company
for the student’s payroll.

CalC41-1d11 Is sponsored In,
Spartan Shops. Michael
Dolan. vending manager of
Spartan Shops. said. "Calc-ulab needed a sponsor. We.
being a service to the students
and having the space, decided
to try and make a go of it."
Working through Spartan
Shops eliminated the red tape
involved, according to Dolan.
Calc-u-lab is located in the
old cafeteria across from the
College Union. The machines
available for student use are
Sharp calculators, some with
memory banks. They can be
used for a small rental fee.
’Many
students
are
interested in the ’scientific’
out
machine put
by HewlettPackard."
said
Miss
Marcellin. "We have some on
order, we hope to get four. The
machine has trig functions,
calculus and logs, plus four
memory banks. This machine
is a big help to engineering and
science students."
There are about $5000
worth of machines in the lab
right now. When the Hewlett-

Hamburger, fries and coke special TODAY

ONLY 49c
REG. 80c SAVE 31C

We have a special selection of
diamonds priced for those who cannot
afford large stones. The quality,
the cut, the beauty is the same
as in our more expensive larger pieces
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New Music concert
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CHARLES BELL

One of the creatures taking up residence in the C.U. Art Gallery

Imaginative animal display

Beasts enter Gallery
by Stephanie Curtis
I )1 course there are purple
unicorn, in I tit, garden eating
uoses There are blue cats and
sea 1,1.1101,n:1,1i,
1 ssriana h Cent ury Ben,In .1,emblaste ol 13
no!
t dncaptnins
of the
animal world. real and
imaginary.
show brings together
uhlferent media and contrasting siu les to make an
entertaining ex pendit ion lo
make-helieve world even
grawn-ups can enjoy.
Maya Woof’s three paintings are the most whimisical
ollerings. She uses cliches like
"Eager Beaver- for a title and
trimsluirms it to a picture of the
word eager written across a
sky with heavers running
through O.
"Dragon Fly" is a large
insect done in pastel watercolors and edged with glitter.
The background of the picture
is covered with minaturr beast,- inn(ll rimer sett in a you

Roy DeForest, an instructor
at I lniversity of California at
Davis. has been called the
prime mover behind bestial art
by several art students.
His three works are chalk
drawings of horses and dogs.
He departs from the other
artists hv his use of surrealistic symbolism such as two
women facing each other in the
body of a horse and a dog
spewing what might be smoke
from it’s mouth.
If you go in barefoot you
might want to squeeze Some
sand between your toes; it’s in
the corner along with two
snakes.
They look ferocious:
slithering along baring their
deadly fangs. But according to
the artist, Bill Stewart, they
are just "Two very, very nice
snakes, taking some birds for a
walk among the rocks."
Besides the beasts, there are
beauties too. "Blue Persian- is
a sculpture done by David
Gilhoolv who evidently feels

DA TEBOOK

South Bay
rock -folk -soul
fiv Dave CravvIord

Searching for blues power
It ttltIIIS like a 101 ill people dislike blues music because ’it all
.,aris to sound the same.iA’hereas that complaint doesn’t always hold true, it haul some
merit Monthly night at Palo Alto’s In Your Ear Club, where the
Luther Tucker Thing played two sets.
This blues hand features guitarist Tucker, who is a former
maim inan for veteran lohn Lee Hooker and who has recorded
with lames Cotton and Muddy Waters.
lila Tucker’s present hand needs some polish. It also needs
more personnel, since drums, bass and Luther’s guitar just aren’t
enough, especially on tunes like B.O. King’s -Sweet 16- and lames
Brown’s "Coral Fool." ’Fucker is forced to play rhythm
simultaneously with his leads, so another guitar man would lie
nit e. And a keyboard player could help to tighten up the band.
Possibly the -thing’s" lackluster performance was inlluenced
by the small crowd. If you’ve read of a -sparse" crowd. Monday
night’s group could probably be referred In as -insignit icant- or
"negligible."
But vocalist Curtis Lawson carried on anyway, putting in an
:Memo’’’. job on such tunes as "Smilin’ Faces.- "Respect
Ynurstill..init ill Take You There." one ol the group’s hest efforts. Hot o’s maid idea for Lawson to stay away from tunes like
At ( ;reeirs -Let’s Stick Together.- since he. like most singers,
doesn’t have the range for them.
The band plays a lot of slow blues. and they’re best at that
sperol. hrs.:lose the lack of a solid backbeal is least noticeable on
slow tunes Vocalist Lawson may disagree on the merits of the
slow songs. His response to Tucker’s suggestion to "slow it
down" after an upbeat tune: "Slow it downfor what?"
SAN 101111 AREA
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City College
to present
Miller play
"Dent h nil a Salesman" will
be presented in the campus
theatre at San lose City
College tonight, Friday and
Saturday nights at N. Tickets
are
$1.30
for general admission and $I for students.
The play is directed bv
William Kesler. Cite College
drama instructor. Starring
roles lire played by Gordon
’hilts as Willy Lumen, Karen
Nielsen as his wife Linda
an. lim Higdon as Hilt and
I.
Tim I Wiley its Happy.
The Arthur Miller play has
won numerous awards including the Pulitzer Prize and
the Drama Critics’ Circle
Award or the best ploy of
1949

the same at I ection for cats that
Bufano did.
She is covered with lush
curls and has yellow, button
unfortunate she was

eves. It’s

put under a low placed
plexiglass
The show runs until
November 17 and gallery
hours are 10 a.m. to 3 p.m..
weekdays.

Chaotic mood set

By lohn Vernon
Discomlorti ow
I:1111111.1S.
wandering performers and
flashing projections created
the chaotic atmosphere tor the
New Music Ensemble to
perform.
The opening piece. "MPSOS1117S Re MerceCunningham" hv
lohn Cage, was performed bv
four speakers. whose voices
were
amplified
and
reverberated by electronic
synthesizers.
Indistinguishable mutterings of
jumbled phrases was the end
result.
The musical notation was
composed of 730 dif [event
typefaces and sizes which
performers used as a basis for
their vocal improvisation.
Haunting harmonics and the
whispered phrase quote from
Federico Garcia Lorca. "Y Ion
Hums rotas donde sufre el
tiempn."
gently
flowed
together in George Crumb’s
piece. -Eleven Echos of
Autumn. 1965." This composition was the most structured
and
tradiOonally
oriented music of the evening.
The theme, a quote Irian
Federico Garcia
Lorca
meaning "and the broken
arches where the time

w.is
beautifully
expressed through the timbral
utterances of the instruments.
"Edges" bY Christian Wolf I
was a cluttered sound collage
exploring again the timbral
possibilities of the performing
instruments. As an additional
instrument. the Buchla electronic music system which
was used created weird electronic sound effects.
The score consisted of
precise notation defining the
intensit v. quality and tempo of
the sounds to be played. Tran-

‘Tartuffe’
will close
Saturday
Final performances of
"Tartuffe." presented by the
San lose State University
Drama Department, will be
toniahl. Friday and Saturday
nights. Curtain time is 8 p.m.
in the I Iniversity Theatre.
Tickets are available at the
Theatre box office on Fifth and
San Fernando streets in advance or at the door. They cost
S1 for students and $2 general
admission.

When the theatre finally
picks its dormant ceiling off
the ground, it will be replaced
with an adjustable roof.
City council has given its
approval to a mobile roof and
recently was unanimously
supported by the Civic Improvement Authority ICIA).
According to stipulations.
ceiling movement will take
only
between
place
performances, never during
the time the theatre is occupied.
Patheal claims two benefits
from the movable roofbetter
sound quality and the
limitation of audience size for

smaller activities.
"The accoustics will he
better adjusted for the house,
whether it he a large concert
theatre or a smaller drama
hall." he claimed.
Thomson, however, thinks
differently about the effects of
a moveable roof. "It will have
no
accoustical
absolutely
difference at all." he maintained. "Personally. I’d prefer
a fixed roof. It would be more
sensible for assuring people
that the theatre is safe."
’the safety feature of the
mobile ceiling ,s quickly
defended by both Patheal,

WOUld y011 bunti i,srmI 4,1
from a man like Charlie
Brown?
Actually. Charlie’s political
life is short-lived in "You’re
Brown,"
Elected.
Charlie
another in the series of
Peanuts
animations.
presented on television Sunday night and scheduled to be
repeated later in the TV

stating it is as "safe as a fixed
ceiling." and Nick Lickwar,
general managerof the theatre,
affirming the structure "will
he as safe as being in your
mother’s arms."
The overridding factor influencing the decision to
construct another moveable
ceiling was whether it fit int,,
the basic design of the
building, said Patheal.
Without
the
adjustable
ceiling, the audience capacity
would he held constant. With
the mobile ceiling, the
audience capacity can fluctuate between 2700 and 1900
he said,

se,:son.
Backed by the music of
Vince
Guaraldi
"You’re
Elected, Charlie Brown"
makes for good viewing for the
younger set but it gets a bit
tiring for those of us who have
been experiencing the comic
strip almost all our lives.
Also part of the problem is
the heavy commercialization
of the Peanuts characters in
everything from ’r -shirts to
television programs.
The title is misleading since
Charlie doesn’t run for
anything after Lucy finds out
in a schnol-wide poll that
Charlie wouldn’t garner one
vote in a race for student
president.
Linos is the one who gets
elected in a knock down, drag
mit campaign against Russel

PIANOS NAME BRAND INSTRUMENTS
STEREO TAPE & CASSETTE CARTRIDGES
ALL RENTALS APPLIED TO PURCHASE
IF DESIRED RECORDS
OPEN
Colt
IlL 7 N.M.

P251-2446
DE ANGELO’S
MUSIC

1518 E. SAN1A (LAU STREET at 31s1 ,Crescent Shop (enter.

entertai ri II ent
Dixieland touch added

’Band’ excells
By Frank Bruno
It added a loud] id
"We’re going to try Orleans Dixieland and that
something we’ve never done first effort was flawlessly
before and we’ve got some of recnrded into one of the finest
the finest horn men in New live "rock" albums ever done.
York to help us do it."
I Isually live albums contain
Those words ushered in muffled vocals with one
1972 at The Band’s New Year instrument dominating over
concert at the Academy of all the others. Some of the
Music in New York City. The songs in "Rock of Ages" sound
whole thing was recorded anti suspiciously like the studio
recently released in a two versions because they are no
record set intitled "Rock of well performed and recorded.
So the excitement of the live
Ages."
The new twist the group performance is captured
was Irving was a horn section without making concessions
to enhance the sound, a sound In the technical aspects.
Vocals anti instrumentation
which may not have improved
with the iaddition of such were handled with ease
instruments.
throughout the hour and 20
The Band’s sound is a minute concert. More than
modified country one with its mere recreation of the studio
roots in Nashville hut its soul versions, the songs took on an
in all types of music. The exciting dimension with the
initial modifications were the new style.
"W.S. Walcott’s Medicine
inclusion of piano and organ.
Adding a rock beat to this Show" in title and style is
unique arrangement drew country all the way but the
many listeners but the group horns take over to inject new
still clung to its bluegrass life into a fine song.
"The Weight," "The Night
roots.
But now what would the They Drove Old1Pixie Dawn’
brass do to the Band’s sound? and "Across the Great Divide"

are performed with finesse as
they rock the audience biti.k
home to the country.
Whether The Band’s sound
is appealling personally or
not, the technical superiority
of the musicians and recording
engineers must be praised for
a tremendous effort.
A surefire sign of a groups
popularity.
at
least
commercially, is to put out a
live I.P following previous
albums. The Band triumphs in
MUM’ st hor wavy.

Rqb 13aron
STEAK HOUSE
Terminal Building Reid Hillview Airport

LUHfil" THE fOLE IS G01116 011 HERE?
A NEW ADDITION TO Ni!tSHVILLEIVEST
OPENING FRIDAY NOV. 3rd

The Vintage Keg Room
Featuring Folk Music & Dinners 7 Nights A Week

tme/a 77,

row,

Arey., a,.r

vot.Ati

SJS University Theatre’s

IL.

Tickets available at the
University Theatre Box Office,

Students $1.00* Adults $2.00*
ASB card rnqiiired

277-271’

Calendar
CALIFORNIA
NOV 1
WED
NOV 2 ELVIN BISHOP
THUR
TRUCKIN
NOV 3
FRI
NOV 4 TRUCKIN
SAT
BLACKJACK
NOV 5
SUN
30 SO. CENTRAL CAMPBELL
374-4000
NO COVER SUNWED

R(5-

E

Starring

TARTUFFE
by Moliere.
Curtain 8 P.M. Nov. 2, 3, 4

Andei son mhos promise is to
"do the best I can."
During a low point in the
campaign following Linus’
coming down with foot -inmouth disease Lucy laments,
"We make posters, ring
doorbells and build up the candidates image and then he goes
and’ says something stupid."
But Linos has promised to
"straighten out" ’the situation
in the school so he goes to see
the principle only to emerge
submissively straightened out
himself. His strongest supporter, Sally Brown claims he
"sold out."
Sell out or not, this, the
latest in the Peanuts series on
TV is well put together as
usual and for being cute you
can’t beat the Peanuts.
F.R.

SHEET MUSK* LESSONSR PAIRS

LAST CHANCE!

A classic French Comedy

assistant firttl, soar of music.
combined visual effects with
electronically
processed
voices. The slide projections
were of "Mr. Potato- images,
while the speakers recited
poems and prose referring to
the socially rejected child
called a shag.
The understanding of 20th
century
music
is not
attempting to defire its aesthetic quality, but rather to
accept the sounds produced as
the
performer’s
artistic
ItSItit’tiStitrl

‘Peanuts’ show offers
usual fun for viewers

Reopening of new theatre
delayed until late summer
by Mark Heilman
San lose Community
Theatre. open for a scant three
months before the movable
ceiling crumbled last May,
be entertaining
will not
audiences until midway
through next year.
Bill Patheal. city architect,
said Friday the establishment
will not open until "late
summer or early fall" of 1973.
After the huge ceiling.
dropped five months ago, it
was estimated that repairs
would take somewhere around
six months.
The reason for the
unexpected delay is because
"biddings for repairs have
replaced negotiations.- according to Patheal.
Another factor is, "the
investigations have taken
longer than expected.- he
Ii dded.
As yet the cause is
undetermined.
I Mid the remodeling is comMete. stage and musical
productinns have been forced
to find other temporary
homes. such HS the old Civic
Auditiorium and the Flint
Center, or have cancelled
plans.
Don Thomson, general
manager of the San lose
Symphony, is upset that
proceedings have been
stretched as long as they have.
"The symphony is haying
more difficulty attracting an
audience at the Civic
Auditorium than it would at
the Community Theatre," he
said,
He is sarcastically anticipant of the theatre reopening "sometime this century."

sitions trom note sound to
sound constitute actually the
effect created. To make each
transition,
the performers
either worked individually or
collectively.
The actual performance
lacked any continuity in the
music and the collective
thought of the players. This
contributed to the confusion
on stage as performers
wandered around aimlessly
and played muddled sounds.
"Skims."
written
and
ner "rill eit hiV!pn tit

The ONE & ONLY
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’Human pet’ queried

POO I l,AL ADVElt I bbk4kby

Twins for sale, cheap
By Bruce jewel

someone asked.

Two orphaned babes lay in d
wicker basket

at

the College

Union. A young girl sat beside
the

basket,

ploringly

and
at

looked

the

im-

passing

students.
’How

much

are

SeaIpoint

kittens

are

being

Sons of Teresita

tor

(Tess

sold because their pet human

short(

lives in an apartment building.

cats, according to their owner,

reached down to comfort the

The

management

are pure Siamese and have had

11 -week

One

does not allow pets and the girl

their first immunization shots.

and

is "having a hard enough time

A quick telephone check

curled tightly on her shoulder.

getting away with having the

three local pet stores revealed

girl

answered,

old

scampered

they?’

The

Apiece,"

dollars.

"Fifteen
the

she

twins.

up

two

as

her

arm

male

Siamese

apartment

and

Boni,

the

young

with
$25
for

a market price of between

kittens’ parents. -

and

$29.95

"or

more"

Sealpoint kittens.
"Burt
his

is registered and has

papers.

from

a

said.

I got

girl

mother

the mother

friend

REMOVE POLITICS FROM

and Tess’

STATE PAYROLL
ONCE AND FOR ALL!

had papers," the girl

She

talked

about

the

"high intelligence- of Siamese
hut

gave

warnings

"their

high

about

strung

temperaments."
Of

the

people

passing

by.

quite a few stopped and asked
about the kittens. Many talked
about

their

own

cm.

All

VOTE YES ON 15

wished to remain unidentified
because

of

the

disapproving

landlords.
One

told

Siamese

of

his

who

pounds

and

black

weighs

"lives

11

in

trees

more than any place else."
"Cats."

a

girl

majoring

in

Fine Arts said, "are cool and
cat people are generally cool,

PROPOSITION 15 WILL TAKE STATE PAY CONTROL OUT OF
THE HANDS OF POL ITICIANS AND GIVE IT BACK TO YOU, THE
VOTERS, THROUGH YOUR ELECTED LEGISLATORS

you

too. Cats will be friends to

but dogs are just slaves. Cats
can’t

put

up

with

uptight

people."
A nursing major stated that
"I

dig

cats

because

State salaries will be set by the established boards. They may be
vetoed only by legislature.

they’re

much calmer than dogs. A dog
jumps

around

constant
easier

AU Mf t VIN

and

attention.

to

study

needs

It’s

lot

a

with

a

cat

around."

-Children for a price: mellow, melodious Siamese Sealpoints.

"Cats are mellow, man," a

male

In sixth round

student

in

majoring

English said, "I’ve had to move
three times since June because
of my

three dudes; Hashish,

Speedy and Mechemacan."
"At

Tower list coming

first

I

After
with

a

five -edition

instructors,

the

bout

Tower

List will begin its sixth round

hearsay. It is only opinion and
most

goes as planned.
in

Delta

past

As

an

Tau

study,

scientific

a

however,

editions.

Phi,

of us who have read it

feel it is good opinion."

in January 1973 if everything

As

List is no more than

Tower

he

considered

it

"garbage."

honorary

Nevertheless,

5.000

scholastic fraternity, has done

of the 1965 edition were sold
on the first day. causing Tom

Approximately
evaluation

cards

27.000

were

filled

out by students to help the 30
members

the
"The

chairman,

been simply
The

girl

selling

the

There

Tower

List

is

was

a

sixth

The

edition

will

feature 1.000 teachers. almost

predicting.

"The

isn’t

ministration

100 per cent, but

Photographs

stop us."

of

the

40

can-

didates for Tau Delta

Professor of the Year will also

Rich

be featured. In previous years.

criticism

the outstanding professor was
the only instructor pictured.

Procedures changed
in that this year, Tau Delta Phi
members
from

prohibited

were

evaluating

familiar

with.

cards speak
explains

teachers
they

or

were

"We

Blakewell,

to

the

10

Delta

Phi

researching

an

Tau

examines

instructor

comments made on the back of
the

cards

are

poor

their

classrooms

also

says,

the

empty.
Tower

teachers, who are doing a good
job."

to

write

Year out of instructors with at
least 20 evaluation cards and
average

R1

LSAT
STANLEY H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

"Would

this

S,ce ,93H

EJ
)1111(.Al.

ADVF.Ii I ISI,MEN I

PROPOSITION 14 will mean higher taxes for homeowners
and renters. Sales taxes and income taxes will go up. Land
speculators and a few large landholding interests will save
hundreds of millions of dollars at our expense.
PROPOSITION 14 will also mean sharp cutbacks in support for education, law enforcement and fire protection.
OPPOSING PROPOSITION 14.
GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN
FORMER GOVERNOR PAT BROWN
DR. WILSON RILES
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
PTA
STATEWIDE HOMEOWNERS ASSN.
LEAGUE OF CALIFORNIA CITIES
CALIF PEACE OFFICERS ASSN.

CALIF.
CALIF.
CALIF.
CALIF.
CALIF.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

LABOR FEDERATION (AFLC10).
COMMUNITY COLLEGE ASSOC.
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
TAXPAYERS &
RENTERS ASSOC.
AMERICAN ASSOC.
OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN

CALIF. STATE FIREMEN S ASSN

PLEASE BE SURE TO VOTE NO

The following members of California State University, San Jose
faculty and staff ask for your support

JOHN W. ABERLE

GUS C. LEASE

RODNEY E. ANDERSON

WALTER J. McPHERSON

SHERYL BAKER

HELEN S. MERRICK

LYDIA W. BOOTHBY (PROF. EMERITIA)

MARY LOU MONTOGOMERY

GEOFFREY BOWMAN

ROBERT J. MOORE

R.A. BUCKMAN

WALLACE R. MURRAY

EDD BURTON

GERALD OSBORNE

you

teacher

ON PROPOSITION 141

to

JOHN CARR

EDWIN PINTO

CHARLES CARTER

W.W. NELSON

other students?"
The
profit

Tower

List

publication.

is

a non-

Blakewell

Paid to, by Educational Con..... ot Santa Clara
AMIIMms.

short

a

BEST OF ALL, ABSOLUTELY NO TAX INCREASE IS REQUIRED
BY 15

In Bay Area (408) 275-8374

answer of 1.5 or

question

recommend

PROPOSITION 15 MAKES THE STATE LIVE UP TO ITS OWN
COMMITMENT IN GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 18850,
CALLING FOR PARITY PAY, AND GOVERNOR REAGAN’S OWN
CAMPAIGN PLEDGE OF 1966

PREPARATION FOR WINTER

less (on a one to five scale) to
the

an

stuck

List

offers "a chance to praise the

an

of
BII

this one maintenance man,

ffi

He

One example of this is the

evaluation questions are com-

member

given

naming of the Professor of the

responses

the

instructors

some

naturally

the

Rich

feel

After averages and means of

puted.

since

"understandable"

for themselves,"

chairman of the Tower List.

student

us

finds

Blakewell

there

animals being inside here.

up for me."

they won’t

evaluations and-may discover

Procedures changed slightly

departments

ad-

behind

Teachers praised

Phi’s

most

of the

and

complaints

old guy with white hair,

appears to have been correct in

400 more than 1970’s edition.

an

meeting
staff

some

still

hot Rex Mayers. the 1984 head
of the Tower List committee

faculty.

were

fort

to

criticized by some instructors.

University’s

cents

hourfor his work, but

"for

trying to sell them in the CU.

$500ap-

five

was

kittens,

of the work is a volunteer ef-

has

response

the

State

proximately

overwhelming."

weaknesses and strengths of
San -rose

analyze

Ferrito,
remark.

receive

copies

all the research for the instructor evaluation handbook.

will

I

going to be hassled," said the

maintenance
By Ken Mohr

thought

PROPOSITION 15 WILL SEE THAT FACULTY MEMBERS, OTHER
COLLEGE PERSONNEL, AND 115,000 OTHER STATE EMPLOYEES RECEIVE THE SAME AVERAGE PAY AS OTHERS
DOING SIMILAR WORK IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY, OR AT COMPARABLE COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES

BETTY CHENEY

THOMAS P. O’NEILL

JAMES J. CLARK

H.R. PATTERSON

DORIS L. CUTTING

ELIZABETH M. PRANGE

WILLIAM J. DUSEL

ORPHA M. OUADROS

evaluation.
Phi

Delta

Tau

corporated

also

in-

letters

100

M13ORTER

received from instructors describing their courses. To be included,

five

card

evaluation

moo THE ALAMEDA
SANTA CLARA. CA 95030
PHONE 248-5700

cards of a given teacher must
have been turned in.
cost

will

Publication

$10,000. The last edition sold
about 10.000 copies and made
$3,000.

will

of which

all

poured

back

into

be

printing

costs for this issue.

Libel charges
"I

personally

feel

it’s very

accurate. We’ve taken as many
precautions as we can." states
Blakewell.

ROLL
YORE
OWN)

PHILIPPIIJE
WALIS‘
(*Broom

compact S.
handy little
cigarette
roller, For
a perket fag
very time

to you!)

.rt’3 me/
riger
grass and
soft as a
Feather duster
Brush off a
-tiger today.

1963.

Since its beginning in

however. the Tower List has
heavily

been

instructors

criticized

because

1-,

were

NEVER WILT
STRAW
POSIES

and

threatened

Owen Broyles, the then head
the department

of economics

and geography, sent a letter
college

the

con-

charges

and

recommending

the

list

he

official,

"an

by

replaced

to

president

15

taining

substitute procedure."
Despite his accusations that
"as

means of choosing the

a

SWEET FLAVOR
CIG PAPERS
plain 1#nc16 sweet

fruit flavors.

Pretty
onove,
teciff,ye//o ,
they /oak freoh
drnost forever.
Get a bunch.

best courses and professors, it
and

untrustworthy

is

harmful." no act ion was taken,
In

1965,

when

edition

was

Broyles

renewed

the

next

published.
his

attack.

claiming. "The purpose of Tau
Delta

Phi

to make money

is

from the Tower List and public
good

is

not

important.

Con-

sidering the harm that is done
In

professors,

and

thus

to

in the college.
students,

MARILYN 0. RUCH

GRACE SPRINGER FORBES (PROF. EMERITIA)

ARNOLD H. SCHEIN

ELAINE A. HOHN

ROBERT G. SPICHER

EDGAR A. HORNIG

MILDRED A. TALBOT

CLAIR JENNETT

WILLIAM L. TIDWELL

STEFA KALENIS

LOWELL M. WALTER

LINDA F. LA DUCA

0.C. WILLIAMS

C.M. LARSON

JAMES E. WADE

its

of

procedures. In 1964, two libel
suits

!-

LORNA A. FITZGERALD

the

EXEC PUZZLERS
Executive mind bogglers.
For the busy man with
time onhis hands -better
than golf-cheaper, too!
Four mind boggling
pizz4gs.

VOTE YES ON 15
TAROT FORTUNE
TELLER CARDS
"In ancient Celtic
methodof divination
"Most suitable for
getting answers to
definite Questions"
Complete instructions tell you how
to become a real
Gypsy overnight
Be the hit of any
party

NOV. 7
State Pay Control Amendment
(Does not raise taxes!)

Tower List is not only fraud,
hut is an evil."

H
Dr.

y

Richard Shively, an as -

militant
science.

professor
comment NI,

"The

PAID FOR BY CALIF. STATE EMPLOYEES ASSOC., CHAP. 32
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Undefeated gals
clash with UCB
fi’

Z.,. 4,

,-

.

A

Th..
San
lose State
University
women’s
volleyball squads trek to
University of California at
Berkeley tonight to clash with
UCH’s B team. at 6:30 and A’s
at 8. in Hearst gym.
The SISU gals maintained
their unmarred league record
by posting twin wins over
University of Nevada-Reno
Saturday on the winner’s
court.
The B’s downed them 15-2.
15-0 as coach Betty lane
Trotter "clearer] the bench."

41181,-

.

0.11.

11.’.

ssrr

’

.4.
f54.

rolt
411:1-,

The A squad, minus the ci 1,1 t s
of filth -year members Nancy
Staub and Laurie Bennett.
edged Nevada 18-14, 15-12.
They played without those
members in preparation for
"regional competition where
fifth -year
students
are
ineligible for competition,"
commented Dr. Trotter, UC
Santa Barbara hosts the first
regional
volleyball
tournament, December 7-8.
where top team earn a berth in
national
competition
at
Brigham Young University.

TURN ON NATURALLY
College Age Psychic Development

Pf

Youth Group Meets
Friday, Nov. 3, 1972 7:30 p.m.
ALL

WELCOME

Aquarian Fellowship

4-’

1101 Perk Ave., San Jose

CHARLES BELL

Breakfast Freaks!

John Gebers in action and practice

Nothing ’foul’ about star water poloist

John Gebers key to Spartan defense
By John Matthews
The love of the great outdoors almost cost San lose
State I Iniversity one of its star
water poloists.
Senior lobo Gebers
[pronounced "Gay-brrs").
upon his graduation from
Homestead High School in
Sunnyvale tour years ago: tentatively decided to attend
Humboldt State University.
He wanted to be a natural
science major.
"But the water polo program
was in a mess there." Gebers
said recently. "so I decided
against Humboldt.
and still aml
"I was
interested in trying-out for the
Olympics team in 1976 and I
thought my attending Humholdt State would jeopardize

my chances of making the
team."
"I love the outdoors but I
love water polo too," admitted
the 5 -foot -11. 180 pounder.
So, like another Spartan
senior, Steve Spencer. Gebers
attended De Anna Community
College for two years before
enrolling at SISIL
Like Spencer. he was named
All-American at De Anna. was
a starter on last year’s varsity
team that finished second in
National
the
Collegiate
Athletic Association to UCLA
and feels he has a score to settle with the Bruins.
Perhaps Gebers biggest
disappointment in his young
life came in the title game last
year. He committed five fouls
before the first half ended and

was ejected from the game.
He sat on the sidelines. as
IICLA edged the Spartans 5-3.
That experience has had a
"very settling effect" on
Gebers.
"The loss to UCLA left a
heavy impression on my play."
said Gebers.
"He is 100 per cent improved
over last year’s play."
remarked coach Lee Walton.
"john is as dedicated as any
player on our team. He is a
pleasure to coach, because he
knows exactly what has to be
done, in practice and in the
games."

The statistics verify
Walton’s remarks.
In the 36 quarters that
Gehers has appeared in this
year, he has committed just 12

louts. Further emphasizing
Gehers turnabout. Walton has
called him "the finest defensive player on this team."
Defense is Gebers real love
now. He usually is committed
to guard the best of the opponents’ shooters and he has
not let his teammates down.
When junior goalie Fred
Wart said that the Spartans
"play the best defense I have
ever seen," he is talking
explicitly about Getters.
Getters began water polo
play in the seventh grade and
"that was the end of all other
sports for me."
His passion for water also
netted Gebers a bride during
the summer. Getters met the
former Linda Boyd while
teaching swimming in high

school and they were married
In fuly. She is also a senior at
STS1 F.
While the ’76’ Olympics is
Gebers ultimate goal, his
immediate thoughts are of
UCLA.
"Beating UCLA is in the
back of my mind all the time."
said Gebers. "I know we can
heat them. The whole team
does."
The whole team may gel
their chance against UCLA if

the Spartans can win the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association play-offs later this
month.
victor of that
The
tournament goes on to Albuquerque in December for the
national title.
It is reasonable to assume
that the Bruins will be there to
defend their title. It is also
reasonable to assume that
SISII and john Gebers will be
there to attempt to dethrone
them.

Buy one breakfast Get one FREE!
3 Eggs (any style)
Ham, Bacon, or Sausage
Hashbrowns
Toast

ONLY $1.25

Steak & Eggs

ONLY $1.95

8-10 A.M., SJSU Students Only!
Clip ad - - or bring ASH card

Chick -N -Rib
Restaurant
148 W. Alma (across from DMV)
998-9950

pc
Spartan
head soccgr
coach lulie Menendez first
came to San lose State in
1952 as head boxing coat:h.
In 1954 Menendez took
ovig- the sir, it’ INITT1

Versatile Kimball
guides Spartans FINN
By Ray Morrison
Playing quarterback against
such powerhouse football
teams as Stanford and
Arizona State is a job few
mortals would want.
However. sophomore Craig
Kimball
earned
his
quarterback position on the
San lose State University
football team and has been
moving the Spartans, despite
their 3-4 season record.
"Kimball has provided the
leadership t he offensive squad
needed this year.- said Dwain
Painter. SIMI 1111rnsive
backfield coach. "He was
thrown into a tough situation,
hut had the confidence and
ability to work his way nut of

The 6-fmit- 1. 200-pound
Kimball played catcher for
I.owell High School in San
Francisco where his .417 batting average powered the team
to a 12-4 season and the league
championship. The football
coaches noted he had a great
nark for pegging runners
stealing second base and
persuaded him to join the football team.
In his senior year Kimball
hurled 26 touchdowns and
broke all his school’s passing
records. Ffe was awarded all city nn offense for his efforts

high school and now at SIStl.
"Craig is a much more
versatile player now than he
was in high school. At Lowell
he wasn’t a running
quarterback at all as all he
would do was drop back and
pass. Now he is getting the opportunity to run, pass. or do
whatever he wants to with the
ball."
Last year, Kimball shared
pivot duties with Brian Shelby
on the frosh team and made his
debut with the varsity against
the alumni.
In his first game this year
against the University of
Santa Clara, the sandy -haired
quarterback completed 15 of
NI passes for 274-yards and
three touchdowns to edge the
Broncos 33-28.
"Craig is one of a group of
younger phi sers who made the
starting line-up and who are
Irving to do their best." said
Painter. "Because of this, same
of the old veterans are starting
to shape up to try and earn
hack their positions from the
freshmen and sophomores."
Kimball is ranked 13th
nationally in passing and first
in the Pacific Athletic Coast
Association with 97 coraplelions in WO attempts for 12
touchdowns and 16 interceptions.
flf, .ilso is second in the
1,1.11
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DUB kitRY
All Clear
Medicated
c
Skin Care
10th & Santa Clara

294-9131

OUT.

Anonymous analysis of
narcotics, and other
commonly abused drugs

Avadahle at drug %tures
Call (415) 965-1158
For full information.

Ksjs

Brings You
the News First

5:30

isitir

1/4 OFF

10th St. Pharmacy

1203 yards in 219 plays and .1
171.8 yards per game, rank kw
him 17th nationally.
Kimball is a radio-TV minor
with ambitions to become /
baseball or football announct.r
after graduation.
Painter added that all do
credit
for
Kimball’s
performance goes to the young
quarterback.
"He set up his own trainint,
program of weightlifting. cf,
ditioning. and running whir
he stuck to. With the sh.ir
he’s in. he will probably hes,
ling passing record before tr..
long." said Painter.
"I think my offensive lint.
the best on the West Cons’
said Kimball. "They tii%
saved me numerous tiro.
from gelling sacked by the I..
defensive players. They real.
don’t get the credit the%
&servo!"

7:30

9:00

WE GIVE YOU THE FACTS FIRST
Latest World News from UPI
Summary of Election Propositions
Latest Campus News
Heir the

News While It’s Still News

MiS/90.7 FM

Pubic Radio for San Jose

Banking
on the "Golden Ruler
If you believe that a career of service to others is the best way to build a career
for yourself, consider a &inking career with Union Bank
You’ll find many occasions to make your decisions count You’ll solve real
prcblems and see real results. You’ll experience the meaning of free enterprise by
making it happen at Union Bank
You’ll be able to complete our program in two wars or less, and then enjoy the
ample opportunities for advancement
Make a decision. Today. Contact your placement offi(
to arrange for your personal on-campus interview with Mary
Jane Frahm on Tuesday. Nmember 7

November 2, 1972. Page

’You get burned, beat - but it’s exciting:

Gehrke enjoys job,f ills calendars

By Maureen McCarthy
1 don’t consider myself as
any one thing." stated Ted
Gehrke. San lose State
University’s program board
advisor.
"Life is on going. and I’m
going to be different tomorrow
from what I am today." he
added.
Gehrke’s job as program
board advisor is truly
dynamic and ever changing. A
professional booking agent.
Gehrke does not fit the mold of
the straw -hatted. bow -tied
agent of the past.
"This business is full of hard
knocks." Gehrke commented.
"You get burned, beat, and you
lose your bread, but it’s
exciting," he added.
Coordinating programs that
range from poetry readings. to

jazz concerts. from ballet to
Baez. and from rock concerts
to classical orchestra. Gherke
keeps SISU students’ calendars filled with events.
"It’s a unique gig." Gherke
said of his job. "Most people
who have similar jobs are not
professional. "Usually some
faculty member ends up as
program board advisor." he
added.
Gherke began his career as a
booking agent and manager in
New York in 1965 with a rockand-roll group called "Free
Spirits."
"The music business is
something you just can’t jump
into." Gherke explained.
"There is an unbelievable
amount of mistakes to be
made." he said.
"You can make a lot of

money, and you can lose it all
too." Gehrke added.
"You have to build up contacts over the years." It’s
unbelievable. I’ve run into
people I started out with after
years of never hearing from
them." he expounded.
"It’s crazy!" Gehrke related.
"The music business is a
growing, incestuous thing."
Gehrke. a 31 -year-old Aries.
was born and raised in
Portland. Ore. He graduated
from Portland State College
where he majored in Social
Science and minored in
Political Science.
"I only got C’s in school, I
guess I was bored with college
like everybody else." Gherke
commented.
Clad in a long-sleeved embroidered shirt and bell-bot-

tomed pants, the long-haired
program board advisor shares
an office with the intramurals
director, Penny Terry, on the
third level of the College
Union.
Posters, advertising all
sorts of varied programs.
cover the walls and give an occasional passer-by an instant
idea of the hundreds of
programs Gehrke has planned.
"I really dig it here." Gehrke
explained while passing his
fingers through his shaggy
goatee. "It’s a different kind of
school."
"In the College Union,
students are left to take care of
business," Gehrke said. "They
come up with so many ideas I
would never think of." he said.
Gehrke relayed he was
"kinda worried," about taking

the job of program board advisor at SISI I.
He said he did not know at

In six easy lessons

’Home brewing’ class
By Tom Miller
Whether the preference is
for a delicate dinner wine or a
hearty German lager, a six
hour, no-credit course is being
offered this semester to teach
San lose State University
students the art of making
beer and wine.
Dave lochner, the course
instructor, said that anyone
who attends the informal lectures and "can read a simple
recipe should be able to
produce a good batch of beer or
wine on his first try."
Along with the basic
instruction, lochner said his
objectives are to "dissolve the
myths and fears many people
have about making alcoholic
beverages, provide tips on the
cheapest method of production
and warn of mistakes that
most beginners make."
Campuses favor beer
general,
While
in
winemaking as a hobby or art
is more popular than brewing
beer, lochner judged from a
class he taught last year that
on college campuses, beer
making is favored.
"This is probably due to the
short school year," he said.
"While wine should "set" 12 to
18 months, beer requires only
two to six, and students who
leave San lose for the summer
have no place to store a batch
of vino still in the aging
process."
Also, beer offers a greater
margin of thrift and quality
over the commercial product
than does wine. "At one
college." lochner said, "two
students were assigned as
brewmasters of their
fraternity and managed to
supply an adequate amount of
suds on a 930 a month budget."
Home-made better
With a little practice in
mixing, and patience foraging,
lochner claims that homemade
wine should match some of the
hest brands on the retailer’s
shelf. Homemade beer, on the
other hand, can far surpass the
quality of what you buy
because of the low maximum
alcoholic content imposed on
commercial brands.
"Beer and wine making can
be incorporated into one class
because the process is so
similar." lochner said. One kit,
available at any wine supply
shop for about $16, sets you up
for making five gallon batches
of either beverage.
$S for five gallons
Next you’ll need the
ingredients. For wine it’s
grape concentrate, sugar, and
yeast. For beer: corn sugar,
mall, hops and yeast are
needed. That will run you
about 95 for five gallons of
beer. and $12 for five gallons
of burgundy.
Since bottles are not included in the kit they must be
purchased separately or
scrounged. lochner uses mostly champagne or soda bottles,
and said that once he has
collected the amount he needs
he just starts rinsing and
recycling each bottle after use.
Belch in an hour
"Making beer or wine is
neither difficult, time consuming, nor space consuming." according to lochner.
To mix and test a batch of beer
takes about one hour and an
area the site of a small garbage
can.
From then until the time it is
bottled and stored for the final
few weeks of aging, all that is
required is two transfers of the
beer to remove it from the
sediment, and occasional
checks of hydrometer
readings.
’Exploding beer’
But, no matter how simple
the process, there is always
someone who doesn’t read the
recipe, such as one guy who
added ton much sugar. After
he had finished the bottling
and set them in his garage, he
began an impatient wail tor
that moment of tasting beer
perfection Instead he 4118 covered that beer hail a kind of
impatience of its own as he

began hearing explosions.
Deciding that the entire
batch was a loss he glummly
began to figure some way of
discarding the remaining bottles without blowing off his
hands. Finally he hit on a safe
approach.
Wearing a motorcycle
helmet draped in a heavy tarp.
and armed only with a 25
caliber revolver, he crept
cautiously into the garage and
proceeded to blast each
remaining "soldier" to foamy
splinters.
Beginner’s mistake
lochner assures. however,
that such failures are neither
common nor dramatic.
Usually the beginners’ most
frequent and serious mistake
is that he makes the beer too
strong or drinks it too soon."If
over eight per cent alcohol,
what was intended to be beer
is really barley wine," he said,
"and that would just turn you
off."
This wasn’t true in lochner’s
case, though.
The 28-year-old industrial
arts minor became acquainted
with home wine-making five
years ago when a friend mixed
up a batch of "ballon" or
"grandma’s" wine, using
Welch’s grape juice. "It was rot
gut." he said, "but nevertheless got me started,"
Since then he has added beer
making to his hobby and has
lectured on both subjects to
groups ranging from
businessmen to gourmet
clubs.
lochner’s course is sponsored by the Consumer and
Leisure Arts (CLA) club and is
free to all SISU students.
Information about joining
the class may be obtained from
CLA Co-ordinator, fan
Chauncv between 11:30 a . m
and 12:30 p.m. in I.A. 21:1

Tuesdays and Thursdays,
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Begins
Nov. 2.
Snow Camping. (taught
by Dennis Gandrudl This is a
brief sketch on theories and
methods of camping in the
snow. Topics covered will be
warmth, shelter, cooking,
equipment
transportation,
and dangers. Wednesdays,
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. Begins Nov.
a.
VW Maintenance, (taught
by Herb Gilmore and Pete
Brewer) Teaches the student
to function independently
with his Volkswagen and save
money on routine upkeep.
Subjects will include body and
chassis lubrication, fuses,
generators, clutch adjustment, fuels and body
paint. Two sections: Mondays
and Fridays, 2:40 p.m. to 5:30
p.m.. and Mondays and
Wednesdays. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Both sections begin Nov. EL
The Art of Fishing (taught
by Bob Forrest) Covers basic
equipment, techniques and
philosophy associated with
both salt and freshwater
fishing. An outing will
probably be included in the
program. Wednesdays. 3:30
p.m. to 5 p.m. Begins Nov. 8.
Beer and Wine Making
(taught by David lochner)
Presents the student with the
basic procedure for making
either beer or wine. Topics
will include the mistakes that
most beginners experience,

how to get by as cheaply as
possible and common myths
about making alcoholic
beverages at home. Tuesdays.
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Begins
Nov. 7
After today, more information concerning the
classes can be obtained from
Ian Chauncy, CLA Coordinator, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. in IS. 213.

Ted Gehrke

first it he could "knuckle
down" to a regular schedule
after being on his own for six
or seven years.
"There’s one thing it is not."
Gehrke relayed about his
program board position. "and
that’s boring."
A father -to-be. Gehrke
noted although he made more
looney as a professional
hooking agent. his job at SISU
is "steady."
Gehrke learned about the
program board advisor
opening at SISU last year
when he attended several
meetings of local colleges
about the possibility of "block
booking."
These college groups were
discussing the feasibility of
planning programs among the
schools as a unit. according to
Gehrke.
He applied for the program
hoard position in January, and
started in March.
The A.S. program hoard is
in 11 member s1
an.’

who plans and carries out
events for the campus. Gehrke
said he sees himself as merely
an advisor for that group.
"It would be wrong ill was
to see myself as a producer."
Gehrke commented.
He said if students plan a
program they will do a better
job than he.
"I’m a professional." Gehrke
said. "I can tell when
something has not been done "

Paul Tumason Photography
6th & Santa Clara 295-4220

WOODY ALLEN
JIM CROCE
Special guest star

TIMES & PRICES:
Theis at 8:30 P.M. 56.50, $5.50.
S4.50, 53.75. Fri. at 830 P.M. and
Sat at 1.30 P.M. and 1030 PM’
$7.50, $6.50. 55.50, 53.75. Sun. at
430 P.M.. 55.50, S4.50, 33.50 and
Sun. at. 8.30 P.M.. 56.50, 55.50,
54.50, $3.75.
STUDENT RUSH
30 minutes prior
to showtIme
AII periormances

Circle Star Theatre
(.10

Sa,

Regular (94.0ctane)
9A 0

Ethyl (100+Octane)
Registration for six no credit courses offered by the
Consumer and Leisure Arts
club (CLA) is being continued
today in I.S. 113. 11:30 a.m. to
4 p.m.
The classes, free to San lose
State University students.
each average about six to 12
hours over a six week period.
and are instructed by students
of the Industrial Arts
Department to provide them
with teaching experience.
Courses for the program include:
Living With Your Car,
taught by John Radov. This
course is to acquaint students
with the variations in auto
financing and help them
become aware of the basic
workings of an auto
dealership. Special emphasis
is on dealer’s hidden profits.

35/o
Serve Yourself
And Save
Cigarettes 35c
Prices subject to
change without
liii! el

PURITAN
OIL CO.
10th & Taylor
6th & Keyes
4th & William

ep)..12 400

THE
SAN JOSE
SYMPHONY
72-73

Maestro George Cleve
directs the San Jose Symphony’s most excitini
season ever, featuring a tremendous list of
world-renowned guest artists.

VAN CLIBURN
FRI NOV 3 & SAT.. NOV 4 8 30
San Jose Civic Auditorium
TICKETS AVAILABLE

$4 to $7
San Jose Box Office (246-1160),
Peninsula Box Office (854-2600): and
all Macy’s.

1

OPENS TONIGHT!
thru Sunday!

GAS
32

Although Gehrke’s official
capacity is to advise the
program board. ’ I am
available at all times or at.%
group on campus.- he stated

Circle Star Theatre presents

GETTING MARRIED?
%Nedding photo .
cost a bundle.
See how Paul
Tumason can save
you money.

HP
relit yeti
how
..1
students
hate
ITI,11,
imagination
than
prolessionals. Student laPvlb "got it
all over a pro." Gehrke
commented

PM

Get it together.
BOONE’S FARM STRAWBERRY HILL APPLE WINE & NATURAL STRAWBERRY
F. OTHER NATURAL Fl AVORS BOONE’S FARM, MODESTO. CALIFORNIA.

,n,a 940,0

Tweets amiable eT CIRCLE STAR 1104 OFFICE
TICRETRON. MACY’S sod ALL AGENCIES
Fo, ina 1 vide,. melte P15th, payable III CIRCLE
STAR THEATRE and mad pt BOv 1237. San
Cep% Colitotols 94070 Please sotille
mliteesed, stamped envelope sob yew mkt
For charges to BankArne,,,a,
we, Melee,
,idtenumber
.
FOR REFORMATION MOO SPECIAL GROUP RATES
CALL 364 2550 ;be 549 1,000,0,0 982 65501
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Revolutionary Union charges

11"

’McGovern no better than Nixon’

sae

ar

Creatures to go at library
-,rted small living creatures an he checked out with it
dent body card.
The animals and reptiles are used as instructional aids
the science department who h houses a storeroom ol
lids ranging Irum photos to a human skeleton named

By Gary Hyman
The Nixon people claim
George McGovern is too far to
the left. Some Democrats cannot support McGovern
because they feel he is too
radical.
Rut those of the radical community also find fault with
the Democratic candidate for
president because he
represents just another arm of
a corrupt system.
Leading the criticism is the
Revolutionary Union (KUL
calling itself "a national communist organization" composed of "workers and
students who have joined the
ranks of the working class in
the struggle against the
capitalist system of wage
slavery."
The Rh, voicing strong opposition to the election
claims
flatly
system.
%lcGovern is no better a candidate than is President
Nixon.
"McGovern and Nixon both
represent an imperialist
system. The system and the
politicians in it are what cause
the ills in torlay’s society." said
Ted lames of the RU.
Phil Miller. another radical.

tia-e-75.71,171e Wen/
mre.- ,:t.;11,sreprured

’

A PLACE
TO COME FOR
WHATEVER
YOU SMOKE

hopeful lone.
Among the crammed sheIN es in the

basement ot the
"rice building are plastic: models ol anatomy. DUMB!.

’

with

Is.
jars
ii.truments

preserved

wrath.

specimens,

and botany examples.
It her creatures in the collection include frogs.
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RETAIN
VIC CORSIGLIA, SR
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
FLOOD CONTROL AND
WATER DISTRICT #2
ELECTION NOV. 7th

.

s11,5, .411 SIli

PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE
TO RE-ELECT VIC CORSIGLIA SR.

55
ISIS 10-411.11 II-11111,1111P
11,1.0110 1,
5% I 1110040i i,, I

PISCEAN W ...... DS 1528 W San
Carlos S J 294-1455 (Just West of
Sears) features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames, top guildy
wetermattresen from $12 & up, organic
furniture, pillows. quality 10-speeds.
sales & service accessories friendly
service, righteous prices BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN.
294-1455

"LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
JOin a college-age BALLET class at
Eutene School of Ballet Basic "technique tor the beginning dancer Beverly
Eufrazia Grant Director Phone 241-1776
a no answer 286-8917

Political Advancement

Ski 1 II 11

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 15161
Food Suppernents (Instant Protein
Vaasa, Vita E. Calcium etc 1
140ote Cleaners (Basic H. L. MC /
Beauty Aids (Proteinized Shampoo etc.)
John 8 Mary Rhoades 297.3808

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Thor’ 7 30 PM . in
metnonal chapel All are welcome!

A n,
I
thi. slat] ill
Inn nn the third Doe of klarQuarriii

THE CLOTHES RACK
112 So First Street
We are quality Manufacturers Outlet of
Women’s apparel and shoes 10% discount to students. university personnel
Try us you’ll lee us)

DEPARTMENT.

Is
FRIllS? Flick

Ill

11,5511511 ND

1 1I 1 I

FRIDAY FUCKS "Unman, Mitering 8
Zigo.’ 7 8 10 PM Nov 3 in Moms Dailey
Aud. 506

liii’, 44414,4
sin ilk

a is.

II

t II

SKIERS. $139 will take you to Aspen during Chrtstmas vacation. Incl. is tramp..
lodging, Itt liCkete dances, and ski races.
Sign up before Dec 1 in Student Affairs
Bus Office

.,111111111sF

DENTAL ADMISSION TEST
Review course offered for Jan exam
Classroom study in exam techniques to
mextrnize your score.
CALL TODAY
14151 841-8635

041111411

SltsSINS

mist
i%11.% s Dui I IF 541

WHAT’s an "Unman, Winning, & Zigo?’
Conte see the Friday Flicks and find Mit
Morns Dailey Avid. Nov 3. 7 & 10 PM
Adm 504
Will 1

KSJS Log
90.7
p.m :
Pete Lasich Plays Rock
5:25-7:30 pm.
5-7

Woman’s Center
5:30-5:35 p.m..

Spartan Spectrum -Cant
pus News
7-7:25 p.m.:
Dick Rossi lam z Special
7:25-7:30 p.m.:
Public News
’
7:30.7:45 p.m.:
Public Forum
7:45-8 p.m.:
Water Polo Report
8-9 p.m.:
Public Forum Programming
9-9:10 p.m.:
Public News
9:10-10 p.m.:
Fred Stoecke Plays Rock
10-10:10 p.m.:
The Fourth Tower ol
Inverness

RTNC will sir
’Update’ show
Radio and Television News
Center’s one-half hour weekly
news show may now lie seen
on cable television. "Ilpilal.
\
will he aired on
’Channel 21 al it a.m., mul a,
on cable television ’Channel 1,1
Monday evenings al N:311.

60,,,nute, 1 39
COLOR SLIDE
90 rrintAte5
tzo yntmuct.zs ......

$1.99
’249

FILM

PROCESSING
iroU-

exP

GALS, you can earn free wig or lingerie
lust by getting your !Pena together Call
Sheron 269.3239

nor.Ipr.,ce4.69

4

3.99

3PECIAL 2 ROLL 47 75
?me r9.’$ g
20 Exp
R.ou.

8299

MI=

LSS

111.0.

171 So third st

THE MONEY BOOK 119106.00
TOTAL VALUE ($50.00 FOOD) FOR
ONLY $400 NOW-72 COUPONS
EXPIRES JUNE I. 1973-get yours now SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE MONEY
BOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL FREE
WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAN:
AMER. FAMILY STEAK HOUSE(3)
KY. FRIED CHICKEN
ELLAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PIZZA 131
ELMATADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
A & W roottner dries-IN
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH ’N CHIPS
ORANGE WINZIT
PEPITO’S MEXICAN FOODS
CACHITO DEL TERRE
MIKE’S HERO SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA TAXANITA (al & 021
AMY’ ROASTBEEF
"THE NICE THING ABOUT THE
MONIEYSOOK IS THAT YOU CAN
REALLY TALK ABOUT rrr
-THE MAD MONSYMAN

INCLUDING

i

289-853

"Setting an all-time high
mark. San lose State’s registration figure reached 2872
yesterday..." Such was the
boast of the Spartan Daily’s
first fall issue in 1936.
We’ve slightly embarrassed
now. Final
that
figure
enrollment figures show that
the freshman enrollment alone
surpasses the 1936 figure by
over 200 students.
enrollment
now
Total
stands at 27.323: an increase
over last %Mar of 1.385.

15 VW SUS - rebuilt eng (receiptsi
our It-in bed, carpet extra fine cond $950
293-3180

FREE MARIJUANAi cmi mug people to
distribute YES on 19 literature. If you
can help come by 72 E San Fernando or
call 288-6628 YES ON 19

’SO lUG EYE SPRITE. Real sharp, rollbar.
hardtop new tires maga. keno shocks.
rebit eng $700 374-5843
IS SUZUKI 84 Hustler. Top and over
hauled recently. Runs geed. $300 or
offer 258-8291.
MATCHED PAIR, HIR I HERS YAMI
1755. under 200 mi., 51.400 including
trailer 248-2956 after 2:00 PM.
PORSCHE 14C. BlWred cps. 1 own.
Recent o haul Good cond Bal. en9
decambered, lub/ski rack. (oni shocks
52.000 14151 443-5534

CAR PORT for rent by the month across
from Duncan Science Bldg 367 So 4th
St Apt 08

AUTOMOTIVE
’70 HONDA 114, 5605.100 sctual mon
$500 Call 2844049 after 5 pm
’71 YAMAHA NI Good transportation
Eicallent condition Call after 7 PM 27756116

MICHELIN X radials. set ol 4 6.70 x 14
Good rubber $c. Ray 248-8639.
OLD MII,K CANS with lids-10 pillion
$10. 298-1018
PIPES, PAPERS, I PILLOWS/ S’S ALL
IN THE MONEYBOOK. SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE -ONLY $4.00-I
RESSESIIII) FOR THE
PRICE OF NEM
OE REFRIG. Good cond Smote door
Clean $30/best offer Call 2516675 atter
6 PM ask for Glenn

wciwAR,327.3.,.. i.mo.,,,,,ed
cond Very clean . Must sell . 998-0679
eves.

GUITAR Goya 0-17. Excellent conmoon. MO’
288-3339 Ask for Dave

CHEV. PANEL truck 61 cherry cond. new
paint wide rims, tape deck, many extras.
asking $750 260-2588

phonograph.
G.E. PORTABLE
$40 1 v/ yni old Very good COnch110n.
PhOrte Margo 297-8293 between 7-8 a.m

’54 VW SUE. Low Mileage. $475. 2456128 after 3,00.

TYPEWRITER
Like new-so/case $40
275-8219 (Ric)

KARMANN GHIA WANTEDI 12-57 OK
Any condition Ray 248-6639.
114 VW bug 6500-New tires, reblt zing.
each interior Call 244-8225 evenings

5 JEEP chrome nrns & fires used 11015. 9"
wide Call 292-2958

SKIERSIIIBuy a seasons Lodgtng pass al
Squaw Valley, Calif.1 $150 for seasons
rental of swarm bed. kitchen & bath lam’.
Good from Dec Ito Apr. 30, Hurryl Must
be full by Nov 1M Call (415) 324-4856.
851-8581

111 11 51

said. "a voice at the polls will
not really represent your
voice. You can only choose a
shade of gray."
"People that vote for these
candidates are obscuring the
actual goal of exposing the
things wrong with the
system." he added. "The
movement
must
be
independent of major parties."

"McGovern msoim better than
Nixon." the RU publication
concluded. "How can he be
anti -war when he voted for the
Gulf o, Tonkin Resolution in
Mgr

"Activism is the only way to
be heard in this election year."
said Miller. "The silent majority deserve everything they
get for remaininy. silent."

Spartan enrollment soared in 1936

nip-SEMESTER DORM contracilorgin
uompromise available Cali Ruin. 2778556

KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS has
returned to San Jose and are having free
yoga clams and vegitanan dinners
every Saturday at 0 PM 620 E San
Salvador St between 13th & 14th SJ

THE WOMAN’S CENTER
HAS NO SPOKESMAN!
5 25 pm weekly KSJS 00.7 FM

1,ii

the people reading election
bulletins can’t understand
what they read. We cannot
rely on the electorate to vote
on moral issues like
Proposition 22. We must actively participate-in lieu of
voting, we must actively
demonstrate and bring the issues to the working people."
in this election." lames

57 AUSTIN HEALY 3 00) stn., $2 Our
or nest oiler 374-6603

’71 HONDA 750 Gold w Is/ rest. Chain lock
& helmet Excel cond 51.095 Cell Den
after 6 30 PM

ALPHA PHI Spaghetti & Plzza feed
Sunday Nov. 5,4 to? PM
Only 51.00
210 5 10th St.

Ii11

with elections is that most of

HAVE A MOSLEM? Looking for
answers? Let Cantu s.o.s. help Call
the Spartan Daily at 277-3181 or drop by.

SUCCESS
THRU
SELF
KNOWLEDGE Past present. & future
revealed: bY artnintment (approx. 1
15 00 926-0413

...in

In a recently published handout, the RU claimed
"McGovern is not running to
end the war, but is running to
end the mass movement.
"Whatever arguments they
have in their own ranks over
Vietnam. the ruling circles, as
they have always done, will
decide among themselves, and
not through our vote. how best
to make their tactical retreat in
Vietnam and try to marshal
their forces for another assault." the publication said.
"Some people assume that
the radical left does not support elections." lames said.
"Elections are important if
they can be used as a forum to
expose the ills of our society."
"But." said Miller. "when 60
per cent of the people must
vote for a President they hate
because the other choice is
fourth -rate, it proves the
fallacy of the electoral
system."
James added "The problem

If present trends continue.
that would mean an approximate increase of 14.000

in the next ten years. which
would skyrocket the total
figure to over 41,000.

Clean air, land discussed
Land use and air pollution
will be discussed Tuesday as
part of the Meteorology
Department’s air pollution
seminar series.
Myrup.
Leonard
Dr.
chairman of the Division ot

Environmental Studies,
university
of
California,
Davis. will moderate the discussion.
The seminar will be held at
3:15 p.m.. Tuesday Nov. 7 in
Duncan Hall, room 615. All
concerned
persons are
eli cone

(CI
ANNOUNCE MENTS

Nov San lose Stale I lois et 511V student may check
’lument as long as II pertains tu classroom lessor,
mted out Mrs. Ann Ritchison who heads the side’,

--tructional aid facilities.
animals vet.- reporti,i
We haven’t lost an
Ritchisonl would love to his,’ a king snake." she.,

claims that McGovern played
the game of politics in the
same manner as the President.
"McGovern doesn’t support
the people of this country, just
the delegates he hustled in
Miami." he said.
McGovern’s
Faulting
proposals.
policy
foreign
Miller added. "McGovern has
never indicated that he would
the seven -point
support
the PRG."
proposal of
McGovern also has indicated
involve the
he
would
that
United States in the Middle
East according to Miller and
lames. Such an involvement
shows that McGovern is act uall
-no less of an
imperialist than his opponent."
"If McGovern came out supporting the seven -points
tomorrow, I could not vote for
him." said lames. "After
waiting so long to support
them the seven points, it
would indicate that he was
doing so only for voter support."

’63 FALCON Clean, good cond.
Economical trenspon . stand. trans.
5200 Call Bill alters PM 257-5828
1969 AUSTIN AMERICA, great body & lint
AM/FM radio 4 op trans. low miles 35
$675/0ffer Call 275-9105

FOR

SALE

WATER BEDS -Yin Yang Water Bed Co
Since 1970, has water beds and accessories of the finest quelny et the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Ave . Downtown San Jose 2861263. and 24E Campbell Ave across
from West Valley College. Campbell 378.1040
THE PISCEAN 35 S 4th Si ( / block
north of Library) 287-7030 Features a
complete line of heated waterbeds from
554. pillow1. accessories. quality 10speed imported bikes from 183 Sales &
Service All at righteous pr inSwith friendry helpful service 287-7030 BEDS TO
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
wows was AD. Before you pay retail ton
stereo equip, check onus for discount
prices on Teac. Sensui, Pioneer, Dual etc
We guarantee San Jon State students
the lowest prices available in the entire
bay area Call for weekly specials 24/2028
ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for
paperbacks? Recycle features largest
selection of paperbacks science fiction in
Bay Area. price. mostly We pay 20 per
cent cover, 30 per cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records. too
Recycle 235 So 1st Si 256-6275 open
10-9
SHREDDED FOAM susses us per lb.
293-2954
BLACKLITE POST8111 $1 50. PATCHES
754 & up. INSENSE 25 STICKS 291.
PIPES $1 00 & up. RADIOS 1305 & up.
LEATHER GOODS& BINOCULARS
$22008 up BLACKLITE, COMPLETE.
15" $11 95. S $22.85 STROBE LIGHTS
11799. GAS GLO BULB $3.95 INDIA
PAINTS, FISH NETTING 51 98 & up TSHIRTS 82 00 EACH BROOKS 80E Son
Fernando. 1 blk from SJSU Phone 2920409
Inn-ACO FM-6 TUNIR KIT. Unassembled. shit in shipping container Factory
guarantee $145 Cell 336-8827 In Ben
Lomond)
CALIFORNIA RANCH HOU,
Charming 3 Brin on ’4 sc in County
Finch doors in dine r’m lead to breezeway
& BBO Lo taxs-A must see-call now
$32.960 Inn 11 Long, Realtor 265-7970
NEW MACRAME GOODIES for everything from teweiry to big wall hanginge,
heavy cotton string, linen. colored &
natural tuts. tarred marlin & tree rope.
WILDS WOOLY 1250. 15th Si at Santa
Clara St Phone 211015116
17 303 DORM Custom made mobile
home Storting & awnings, many earn
Excel cond 9500 - $1900 down 2268898
BICYCLIS
Sams and Service
Discount on ports and Accessories to
students year round
Genes Bicycle Barn
1188 E WIlIlavr Sr 2934897
OHAUS SALUICESJenssen sorties 422
W Julian 288-8730

’70 SUZUKI 500 Excellent cone must
sell $550 or best offer Call 252-1143

SRI& Heed Masters. Step-in bindings,
215 cm Lac cond $136 or offer, Ph 2922356 alter 8 PM

I3 POPID GAL. r & h, air con V good eng
New tires. 1 owner Needs $60 repair
$225/beef otter 295-0933

SKIS New poor of Hart Cutlass Skit 205
cm 5110 (Retail price lest season was
51661 275-6657

HELP WANTED
LOVE YOUR 1101111
When you become a SHAKLEE distributor
you are your own boss No quotas
no MOW Every distributor has
different goals & chherent approaches
The fact that our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Slight Sales Growth
Please make compansons
We will ask you to do a little research
before we iel you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN & MARY 466 SO. 5TH 02-2973866
EVENINGS
AND SATURDAYS
Sell Time-Life publications from our San
Jose office. Good earnings on salary and
bonus. Steady work. Call 29B-5433 after 3
PM Dialogue Marketing 480 N. let St.,
San Jose.
FULL OR PART TIME. Men & women
drivers Mon. Wed. Fri and Tues. Thurs,
Sat Sun 1 00 prn to El 30 pm & 10 em to
6 30 pm 30 per cent to 50 peer cent commission Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 No
Montgomery Si SJ 297-4228 Mn
Bennett
SODY wants to know something.
Let the Staten Daily’s weekly Campus
to.s. column help you. Call 277-3181
MEN
18 yrs. & up. Newspaper circulation. No
cap nec. Transportation lam Must be
available by 12 noon daily. Generous
training allowance to start Call Al Benson 289-1091
"STUDENT to districutecomputer dating
forms. 53004800/mo. Wrne Box 508,
Boulder. Colo 50302.
STUDENTS earn 5100 or more per week.
Year round working w/young boys on
interesting newspaper promotion
program. No xci. nec You are trotted by
expert. No invest collections, or del.
nec Its easy to earn even nigher income.
Over 50% of our students average more
than $100/week Int year. You must have
a valid drivers license. Insurance good
running car Working hours are 3-9 PM
and 8,30 AM - 4 30 PM Sat. Call now 2891091 ask for Mr Terry.
RAPIDLY expanding International Corp
needs part-tirne sales or management
personnel. High commission. No quotas
Sal your own hours No experience
necessary Training provided. Unlimited
opportunities Call Mr Seth 371-5537
BP* 11-8
HELP CMI map you by buying and wearing "YES on 19" Tee Shirts. Feel pins, and
buttons. Available .1 72 E. San Fernando.
COLLEGE GRADS WITH
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES, Sound
familiar? When career posMons are SO
Competitive, Would II be 10 your ad ventage to learn valuable builinSS experience, self-development, plus a timely
income while still in college ALCAS
CORP has a few such positibris for the
tight alugen111 Cell 288-8739 after 5 PM
lor a personal interview

HOUSING
GIRLS ONLY. New rooms across the’
campus. Kitchen env. Ample parking 99
So 9th. also 278 So. 10th. Call 2954526.
295-8514 Private rm. $95.. double $65..
triple $5500 Sae and quiet

TYPING TO BE DONE?
Theses. manuscripts, term papers, &
general reports Fast, accurate, remote,
and renonable rates Call Mrs. Alice
Emmench al 249-2864

LARGE one bedroom apt $135 in nice
old house with fireplace. 590$. 5th St. 813

TYPING, accurate and at reasonable
rates Fast. Call 246-9710 alter 630 PM
weekdays.

8106
Large studio. sap study room
Healed pools. turn w/w, carpets
5 min from campus
secluded
297-1200
MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrrn with new wisv urpeta,
built-in kitchen, Garbage Deposal, air
conditioning. enclosed garage. pool V.
blk SJSU. quiet four-plex. $175 Free
laundry Manager. 466$ 5th lit 286-0044
NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 bdrrns
$210 for 2 or $240 for 4 Reed St near S
10th Si 246-3032, 287-6805
FREE ROOM S BOARD toe girl over 18
as e carnpanion to a handicapped invalidiml. Very went. Call Robert Hall at
298-3208 after 5 PM
LARGE APTS. FOR RENT. 2 bedroom,
bath, furnished pats. 5180. See at 508 S
11th Si.or phone 2894045.
NICE FURNISHED HOUSE. 2 bdrms.
5210 ton 201 $240 for 4. Reed Si near S.
moth St. 246-3032.
LISEI Bedroom apts
furnished,
wiw carpets
Recreation room.
Swim pool
62050. lot St SJ $130
FOR RENT Large 2 bdrm house 656 S.
0th Si Girls only. Call mender after 5 PM
297-8309 or drop by al 574 S. 9th St 1
STUDIO, 1 & 2 bedrooms unfurnished
$110 to $135. Electric kitchens. pool.
cpts.. Orris.. water & garbage patd 9236065.
FOR RENT 2 bdrm, turn & unf urn. apts.
or/pool. $135 to 5160. Call 294-1451
betwn 1 & 8 pm.. or see at 555S. 10th St.
Apt, 82.
$50/ekdownlownS.J., pnvete rooms. klichen privileges. 169 E Julian, 293-3910.
3 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to
share large 2 bdrm, 2 Si opt. Prefer U.D.
or Grad $160440 ea. Call Geri 378-2877
MOO. FURN. APT. 1 bdrm. 1/2 be Irm
campus 1140 WIr & grb. incl. quiet No
pets Are) Nov 151 483$. 7th Inc:1.499S.
7th 295-5362
1 BORM APT, near college. Comfortable.
clean apartment available to responsible
tenants Faculty or upper division
students. $125 References required.
294-2149
ROOM FOR RENT. Modern, quiet, house
in Willow Glen fOr Serious student.
870-mo. incl. util. 267-3830. Nick.
2 I 3 1111)RM 25* APT& Many Mem
Singles, couples, study environment
Good People 470 S. 11 Si. 287-7590
bik to
SUPER SPACIOUS lure apt.
SJU. Ideal for 3 has 1 /3 bath 439 S. 4th St.
297-5361
NEEDEDI3 girls/or
ROOM
couple to share large two bedroom apt.
with two bathrooms 5 min walk to campus $40/ea Calf 378-2877 Geraldine.

SE HVIt

‘,

TYPING, Anything you’ve got, on my IBM
Selectric Reaionable 244-8979
RENT A TV OR ..... O. no contract
Free del Free service Cali.Eache 2512598

INTERYIEWEFIS-Spantsh-Englesh
speaking people needed. Sociological
study in Santa Clare County Car needed
Requires some evening & weekend work
If interested call 247-81814 weekdays 9-3
for info to salary. travel. expenses. etc
PIANIST WANTSD TO ACC, MOIR. 21
mrn Club work Strictly nand Ballad
type music No rock Tony 246-4449 atter
9 or Boo 32 Drams Dept Office.

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE ALSO
EDITING, IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER CALL 2444444
AFTER 8 MARY BRYNER

WHAT’S an "Unman. wlnering S No?"
Come see the Fnday Flicks end find out
Morris Dailey Aud Nov 3, 7 & 10 PM
Achn 504

AUTOMOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE). WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU,
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
2894681 OR STOP BY 404 S 3101) ST 2ND FLOOR

SING/P.R.
Creative sell-starter needed by apt/ollice center builders to write own ads
prepare promotion schedules & do PA
work Send resumes to Interland shimtion &it Meyers 122 Saratoga Santa Clara
95050 No phone calls Osage

PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS
Interests in photo coaching by local
professional - Call Gary 9- 244-5743
Days

FOR RENT
VERY Ice 1 B R Apts
Ron, w w carpets
Swrm pool, red room $130
Studros $100
620 S 9th St SJ

DRIDAL FAIRS PHOTOGRAPHY
NIGH gustily wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Ares rites $85 includes
gold & whits album. 50 color prints of
your choice, full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Enna full color
8x105-51 25 inch
Steil of 20
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open every
evening until 10 pm For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3161

OFFICE work incl nes for new branch
Of research a reference materials RIM
645-3297

EXPERIENCED TYPING- bectric IBM
Term Papers These etc Dependable
Mn. Allen 294-1313

TYPIST
Accurate experienced feet Can edit
theses. pipers Near City College Mrs
Menton 295.4104
TYPING- hews
General Reports
Letters IBM Solectric Ressonebie 26.1
8895
-_

TYPING
60 North 3rd St. Apt *823
287-4355

TRANSPORTATION
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY. Fly at 1/3 oft
with TWA Youth Passport and lake UP
to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD- Call 2878860 for information or 298-8600 for
reservations,
EUROPE -I
-EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe. Ruesia end Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student miner flights,
including Middle East and Far East.
Student ski tours European nod Car
purchase system CONTACT ISCA.
11687 San Vicente Blvd ilk L A GIN,
90049 TEL 826-0955
FLY TO GREECE OR SPAINnekt
summer. student memberships in World
Cultural Exchange. Inc P0. Box 5266.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 Write now for
details
THE MONEY BOOK MAKES A GOOD
COMPANION NO MATTER WHERE
YOU’RE
GOINGSOOKSTORE-ONLY54.00 NOW!

PERSONALS
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E Santa Clara
Street Rm. 513 Phone 294-4499 Minnie.
NUMEROLOGIST available for parties,
elc Pro readings by appnint No gimmicks 928-0413
WHAT’S an Unman. Mitering. and
Ago?" Come see the Friday FItC101 and
find out Morris Dailey Aud Nov 3.1810
PM Adm. 50C
THE MONEY SOOK IS $150.00 TOTAL
VALUE 155000 FOOD) FOR ONLY $4.00
Now872 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE1,
1973-GET YOURS NOW-SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE GOT THE MUNCHIES?
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEBIES AND OTHER GOOD
DEALS
MCDONALD S
DER WIEN ERSCHNITZEL(3)
SUN N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZA(3)
BARREL S FISH ’N CHIPS
CAESAR’S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7-ELEVEN
EVERYTHING you always wanted to
know about anything but were afraid to
ask. Ask Campus SOS, at 277-3181 and
Sled in the Daily
WANT COMPANY777Get a every Fn. ti
Sat, 830 pre Nov 17 thr u Dec and. Bobby
the bachelor. his girlfriends 85 marred,
serm-marned. unmarried & remarried
couples play games in 6.1 Music
Theatre s "Company, the most witty
sophisticated Musical in years.
Momgornery Theatre at Markel San
Canoe 9350 Gen I $250 with SB card.
Buy at door or call 2e6-6841. 30 E San
Fernando, Add I 504 off Mast with this
ad
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MAUREENI
Happy Halloween, Too.

LOST Pu FOUND
I THOUGHT I LOST MY MONEY
B OOKS!
I
BUT
FOUND
THEM.. THEY RE IN THE SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE-ONLY54.00 NOW
-THE MAO MONSYMAN

Spa ri sin

Daily
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